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CITY LEGISLATION i
il-;gular Meeting of the Al-
dermen Last Night
W T. MILLER TAKES HIS
SEAT IN Tele: aeadeD.
The Question of Exempting Several
New Industries From Taxation
Develop Interesting Points.
FULL REPORT OF
SESSION OF THE BOARD.
Members Bell and Orme were the
absentees Irons late night's meeting
of the aidermanic board, which was
called to order at 7:30 o'clock 'by
President Dick Davis. Mr. W. T.
leilkr, the aldermen elected to take
the place of Mr. Orme, was present,
and on being administered the each
of office, took! his teat and partici-
pated in the doliberations of the
body. He assumed the positions, on
the committees occupial by Mr.
Orme.
.Aidet mall Krause wanted referred
to the city solicitor the question
whether Ner. Mler was chosen to
tree Orme', place or whether be was
sawed to fill out some of the regu-
lar terms that expire the first of next
month. The solicitor decided Mr.
Miller was the proper person to take
Mr. Ornries seat, as the republican
convention, %reach nominated die
new alderman, presented certified doe
suments showing he was named for
the unexpired term MT. OTTIle was
tiling.
Mayor Yeiser reported to the
board that last week lw offered for
sale the ferryboat franchise, ordered
'gold, but no one was present to bid
on same. The franchee was put up
for renewing the old grant of Owen
Brothers. who operate the ferryboat
Bettie Owen, and whose. old fran-
chise now expires, but they refused
to buy because the authorities would
not make in the renewal some clung
es that end not exist in their origin-
al grate.
The aldermen ordered the question
referred back to the ordinance com-
mittee for a conference with tbe
Meows. Owen, to isete if some agree-
ment could not be reached regarding
the changes wanted
l'he board ratified the purchase
wherein the mayor Wade from Me.
Morrow a strip of sixteen feet of
ground on Husbands street between
Fifth and Sixth aid which strip is
needed in order that Husbands street
can be widened to regufktion width
Tbe mayor purchased the ground for
it So.
The board of pubhc works was
again ordered to go stead and build
the fill exteediree from the end of
Ciddirreli street over towards the box
and basket factory so *re new street
could be constructed Jeadireir hom
Caldwell to the factory. The board
of works has never yet received in-
structions from the legislative bod-
ies ordering this work.
There was ratifiedehe official ac-
ceptance by the bored of work, of
the new concrete sidewalks placed on
Temente street between Twelfth
and Thirteenth. The pavements have
been finesbeel.
To the board of works was refer-
red the letter to the city asking
that the minecipal authorities take
charge of the new streets opened
thromith Mark Worteees Nprth Side
edition and which thoroughfares are
being used by the pubec.
Mayor Yeiser brought before the
body the question regarding the
F.ast Tennessee Telephone company
continuing to dig up the public streets
and alleys around the city, without
el first getting ore the pedmits stipulat-
ed in ordinances. The' mayor said he
lewdly knew what to do, but finally
It was left to him to get warrants
out for the telephone people.
, As certain parties want to buy time
seventeen acres of old gravel pit
property the municipality owns at
the end of North Sect% street, the
mayor and public Mpg-overlie& com-
tnittee were instructed to see What
kind of a deal they could nuke in
setting the ground, which Ts not wed
by the city.
There are a number of changes the
1, city official* went the state kiddie
tore to tnalee in the second class city
eintrter when the body meets in Jan
terry. The mayor hemmed the alder-
men that something "Imola be done
towards getting a conference between
detentes from all nntnicipsilitiee of
the class and let them decide on
eyelet alterations in the charter would
be for the best interest of die cities
interested. booking towards this, end
the alekomeri ordered the mayor to
call a joint meeting of the two legis-
lative Mardi, of this city whenever
he thotisrhe beet.
Chairman Miller, of the finance
committee, preseeteu accroutii-‘, • 5
and salary roll ;A .I
SUMS Were allowed ou, t•i t. . :
Lay.
Final adoption was given an wee-,
dname stating that Hayes avenue yerMii THE HEAD YDGE DAMAGE
'be graded and graveled from Sowell ACTICh 0 BE HEARD
toVER.to Bridge streets, while the last pass-
age was given a like measure stipulat-
ing that Sowell street shall be graded
and geweefed from Ashbrook to
Hayes avenue.
Initial acioption was given the bill
compelling the enviers of automo-
biles to place four-inch, numbers on
their machines, these numbers and
names ol auto owners to be register-
ed witb the city clerk.
The board of works presented a
measure providing for heavy fi toetc
people guilty of umecesearily k-
ing the streets and alleys with . Ad-
dles or throwing filth, dirt, rulibi
etc on the public highways. F
passage was given the bill.
There was read an ordinance ex-
empting front taxation for five
the Hardy Buggy company, whi
eently started up at Ninth and
rison streets. All new plants a
lieved from paying numicipal
as an ireducerneet to locate here.
Jaw is to exempt the property Ikea-
pied for manufacturing .purposes,
which meanly the ground, buildings
AM the machinery and stock inside.
The buggy people though lease their
factory building and in this particular
ordinance the Messrs. Hardy vele the
city to exempt the taxes on the leased
building ale. As it does not- belong to
the buggy people but others, the al-
dermen refused the prayer and order-
ed the city solicitor to bring in a row
bill providing. °ale for exemptions
for machinery, stock and ground and
buildings they own.
The solicitor was ordered to bring
in a new exemption ordinance of
this kind for the TWVI boot and easket
,ectery that started up out near the
Union depot wed Messrs Morris &
Wells as owners. An ordinance was
presented whicb was drawn up by
Win Hammel, an ex-councilmen. and
which read that tire basket fectory
people were exempted from Peeing
taxes on their manufacturing build-
ing and contents and "aka all other
property they mad own." As this
left it so the menet.s could buy up
Mocks of property it did not use for
factory purposes and be relieved from
paying elves thee ton, the aldermen
refused to peer the bal.
The Aycock Hnsiery company &6k-
id to be relieved fmen taxes for five
years, and the matter was referred
to tire city solicitor to bring in an or-
dinance covering the matter. This
concern is the new one starting up
on the second floor of Barkadlalee.
grocery building at Fit* and Nbr-
tion employing over t
ton *Met! It beings ennte;i:e Unties-
fee peoe
pie is entitled to exemption.
First adoption vim given the aerie





Recommendation Is Received With
Prolodged Cheering and Every
Evidence of Satisfaction.
•
Moscow, Nov. 23.--At the end of
foie dare debate the executive corn-
metes of the Zernstos congress
brunet% in the folierwing resiolutien in
fame of supporting the river
the readier 'of whech was greeted
with tremendous ariektuee:
'Cousitheing that the I ial
treatefeeto satisfies all the demand*
voiced since the &settee° compress
of a year ego, and that the libigties
accorded by theonanifesto are Midis-
perviable to the eranquiiration ogihe
country, the congress declares it
complete solidarity with this c
tutional basis. The responsi ty
for the rediration of the icrrc:s.
resets upon the cabinet. The 
o 
is convinced that the cabinet can
count on the support of the great
majority of the Zernstvoir in the
municipalities so king a* it foifews
the path for the accomplishment of
the %twee, promised by the manifes-
to. but every deviation wilt encounter
deceive opposition.
"The congress believes that doe
sole means of gaaranteeing the Auth-
ority of the geliernment, the pacifica-
tion of the country and doe support of
the versional representatives, is the
immediate promulgation of universal
serffrage in election to the Downie the
trarreformation of the first Douniakito
a constituent assembly for the elide
oration of a constitution fire the Rus-
sian empire, and the organization of
territorial reform,
"Measures for the realization of .the
liberties granted by the manifesto are
regarded ire immediately iniperathre.
ar.12gru:
.A
Actions' of Interest in the Circuit
Court Yesterday Comprising
beedons, Orders, Etc.
Judge Reed in the circuit court
yesterday overruled defendant's mo-
tion for a new trial of the suit of
Uvey Young against the Illinois Cen
tral railroad. The delendant then
took an appeal and was given until
December etth in which to file ,its
bill of evidence and exceptions.
Young was employed as a helper in
the beitermaking department at the
hoe *steps and one day while work-
ing with one of the makers of boil-
ers a piece of iren flew into 'his eye
and put out the siget. Hendrick,
Miller de Marble brouget suit for
Young and got $2,000 damages, an
they asked for. Charley Wheeler
was on the losing side.
The defendant's request for a new
trial was also overruled in the suit
of Teresa Bach against the Paducah
City Railway company, wherein the
plaintiff got judgment for $reoo
against defendant for injuries he sus
tamed on one of the cars. Hendrick,
Miller & Marble were on the win-
ning side and Charky Wheeler on
the losing side.
New Trial Granted.
Judge Reed granted defendant a
new trial of the suit ot Mrs. M. E.
Head against Cheatham Hodge, and
the action now conies up again at
the Jamary term of court. Mrs.
Head got judgment for $15.000
against Hodge on the 'ground that
the latter assassinated her husband
last year near Clinton, Ky., weer.
they resided. She contends that bit-
ter feeling existoe between the fami-
lies and that one night Hodge and
anther mon came to the wrioloehriesse
in the rear yard of Head's place and
made a noise wleeh drew Head me
of the house and then shot him.
Heed and Hodge lived on adjoining
farms, but be latter has since the
death roved to this county. The
widow trued for $25,000, but got ;es,-
coo damages Her lawyer, M. T.
Shelboorne, and the, returned yester
day morning to their home in Clin-
ton. It took four days to try the,
case two weeks ago, about ice wit-
nesses being here. The defendant's
Lawyers found new evidence on
which they based their application
for the new trial granted.
Divots* Case Docketed.
The divorce suit of James L.
N race against Armatic Neece was by
agreement, docketed for trial, and de
relate then feed answer. The suit
was instituted only a few days ago.
James Futter fitter' exceptions to
the report of Special C,otnatissioner
Gip Husbands in the suit of Boone,
assignee, against S. A. Trimble.
The plaintiff was given judgment
for $25 against defoidare in the lit-
dation if Dr. W. T. Graves against
Witham Smith.
Voile Commissioner Gip Ilus-
hands filed a deed showing he had
trameerred to 'Gus Singleton, felt Se-
en, property seven miles out Iii the
county, in the suit of Gus Singleton
against Jame, F,aker and others, it
beteg a friendly action for settle-
ment of a land question.
There was submitted to the court
the suits of Lowry vs. Lowry and
Ellis vs. Elbe.
A continuance was granted in the
action of Joseph Hughes against the
Illinois Life Insurance company.
Lawyer. Oliver, Oliver & eficGreg-
or wereotherwed ;too in the Proceed-
ing °esteem against Whitrine.
sank Given Judgment.
The Mechanics and Farmers" bank
was given judgment against James
Vfaholeas foi $931.50, for monec
loaned defendant by plaintiff. The
judgment sign ordered that the stock
of confectionery of VIalerileas moved
from 211 Broadway to 404 Broad-
way be sold and proceeds taken to
satisfy this judgment, the bank hav-
en a mortgage on the goods and fix
twee which were !old some months
ago tinder court execution, •
The plaintiff's motion for a new
trial was overruled in the suit of W.
Stanfield against the Paelticah
City Railway company. Plaintiff
then took an appeal arid was *fen
until the illth day of next term of
court in which to prepare his bill of
evidence &id exception.. Plaintiff
was employed to represent a man
Who got hurt by a etreet car, and
suing the company, which
got the injured party to compromise
the action without litigation. Stan-
field then sued the car line for a sum
equal to that Staneeed woreel have
received as a lawyer's fee if) the suit
BELIEF THAT HE WILL TAKE
Ade EARLY OPPORTUNITY
TO RESIGN.
Dissolution of Parliament Looked
for Soon, and New Cabinet Will
Be Formed
London, Nev. 23.—The recent ru-
mors oil an early dissolution of par-
liament and, an appeal to tire coun-
try are graduolly crystalizing into
more definite fothe, and while no offi
cial i mation has yet been .ferth-
cumin the idea is prevalent in well-
infor political circles that Pre-'
mier now will take an early op-
portuesky to place his resignation in
the hands of the king. Should this
materialize the liberals wilL be invit-
ed to form a government, parliament
will meet for a few days' sesisiote and
a general election will occur early in
the rder year.
Tha political situation was so rad-
ically 1,a1 tered during the last week
dot even the government supporters
no longer argue that Mr. Balfour has
a sulkiently united party at his beck
to again meet parliament with the
object of initiating any legislation to
the public advantage.
The premsees appeal to the union-
ists at Newcastle a week ago te
unite on 'his fiscal policy has not met
with Much success. On the contrary
Joseph Chamberlain, the most pow-
erful private member of the uetioniat
cosaition, directly joined hose with
his chief by a speech at Bristol on
Tuesday, calling on unionism to rally
to the support of his own more delis-
tic Wei proposals, which include a
50 cept tax on grain. The cleavage
of eho party was thus more markedly
accerdaated, and many *nihilist poli-
ticiatde bold that no good purpose
coultlibe tented by a longer reten-
tion 
mi 
office. and that the weakness
of the party will only be further ac-
centuated by a perpetuation of the




t meeting lea, been called
nis will be only the
des fall and the feet
hare- base so few confer-
the ..suirestere is taken
as ,af the itemize
enee of a champ of government. `
The liberals are inclineltde reseint
Mr. Balfour's resignation at the pt-es
ent moment. They contead that the
premier should remain in office a
few weeks lonver and himself dis-
sole( parliament and appeal to the
toeistre. The liberals see no ,reason
why the present opposition slicead
put tessimaires te the inconvenience
of knitting a government in the dark
without knowing what forces they-
wilt eonimand in the new parliament,
and they object to what they desig-
nate a, Mr. Balfour's "tactical men-
euver" whereby the liberal attack
would be turned into a defense be-
fore election and Mr. Balfour would
be given a free hand to arrange with
Mr. 'Chamberlain for concerted action
against the liberal party.
LEADERS OF REFORM
To Sit Down at Anti-Boss Dinner
Next Tuesday.
New York, Nov To give im-
petus to the anti-boss movement, and
to bring the reform leaders together,
the City club will give a dinner next
Tuesday evening at which eh deed-
ing actors irt time reform fights at
the recent election will be guests.
The speakers will be District Attor-
ney. Jerome, Mayor Tom Johnson.
of Cleveland; Senator-elect Colby, of
New Jersey, and probably Moyer
Weaver, of Philadelphia.
Invitations have been sent to May-
or-elect Dempsey. of Cincinnati;
Mayor Fagan, of Jersey City; Wm.
P. -Martin and Frank H. Sommer, of
Newark: George Record, of Jersey
Cite: Brand Whitelock, Mayor-elect
of Toledo; 'Mayor °stone, of Au-
burn, N. Y. '
James, R. Burgett, chairman of the
club's dinner cobernittee, said "ester-
day: • •
'The dinner ist.not so much to cel-
ebrate recent iiktories as to bring
together the eiders of these moved
merles an order that by a comparison
of experience, we rimy, learn what
we may fairly expect in the fature
from independent movements of this
character.
The United States Steel Coictiosa-
tion hie bowel* 2,500 MITE of
ground no Lake Michigan in North-
ern Indian, and will erect, extensive
mine and furnaces.
for the Mitered party had gone on
mad sere-et car people had not cern-
profiteer', same out of court. Stan-
field lost on etrial here in dee court
Judge Barry, of Benton, Representa-
OUT FOR BLACKBURN. I • BoLDEsT s. • WINDLEtive-elect, Declares Himself. I
Benton, Ky., New. 234--The Ben- 'In
ton Tribtme-Deeociat of tomorrow
—Representative-elect E. Berry's
own paper, will contain a card in,
which the judge declares himself for
Blackburn for United States senator.
The judge's card is as follows:
ho tee,: ie o s_ eee sees-
ulation or uncertainty as to my po-
sition in the pending race for United
States oenater, I take this method
of stating just how I stand in this
matter.
"I have, from the time I decided
to become a candidate for the legis-
lature, taken the position that a rep-
resentative should reflect the senti-
ments of a majority of his constitu-
ency in voting for senator, conse-
quently I declined to declare myself
for or against any known candidate
for that position. Personally I have
been .andiarn new for 011ie James
as against any other man in the
state, but Ise is not, and will not be
a candidate to succeed Mr. Black-
burn. A short time before the elec-
tion I spent a week in Lyon county,
and in a very quiet way I tried to
ascertain the sentiment of the demo-
crats of that county, as between Mr.
Blackburn and Judge Poynter. Since
the election I have not missed an op-
portunity to learn the wishes, of the
democrats of Marehail county. The
results oft my investigationis are that
a very large majority of the demo-
crats of the two counties are for Mr.
Blackburn, and therefore it becomes
my plain duty to vote for him and
use-all honorable means at ray com-
mend to secure his 'election. When
I first became a candidate, I person-
ally favored Judge Nester as against
Mr. Blackburn, and so expreesed
myself to some of my nearest
friends; but at the same time •express
ed the determination that I should
hold myself free to reflect the will
of a majority of my constituency, if
I 4iouls:1 be ekcted. I recognize the
fact that some of my best frieni4.
and strongest supporters in Benticei
and ledelyville are supporters of
Judge Pariter and would he much
pleased to see me give him my sup-
port, but feeling sure that I will rep
resent the wishe, of at least four-
fifths of the rank and file di the
democrats of the Sixth i4tive
district, by arming for Mr. Blackburn
I east, it my plain dety.lerelliS
-Taws Is DESTROYED.
'Maysvilk, Ky., Nov. 23.—Fire in
Germantown, thie county, yesterday
morning destroyed the colored and
white school buildings, Dr. Dim-
mit's ogee the M. E. thin*, Stad
residence, Gallagher'. livery,
stable and contents, several eorses
being berried. The town is without
fire protection, and the fire burned
itself out. Lose between $7.000 and
Mom, with no insurance
BRYAN'S BREAK
ATTEMPTED TO PURCHASE
SACRED WAR STOOL AND
MET REBUOF.
Did alot Know Its Value and Ac-
cepted - It as a Gift, but
Returned It.
Victoria, B C., Nov. 23.—Jap4nese
riewepapers received by the steamer
Shawinet criticise W. J. Bryan, mew
visiting Japan, because of his attempt
,to purchase the war stool time which
Admiral Togo sat during the Shinto
ceremonial in Uyeno Park, at Tokio,
to celebrate the naval triumph. The
wipe ',Attach was used for a similar
purview for centuries, since 1607, has
been !landed ciewn in the Ogasawara
family of Shinto priest*. whit.% family
alone lies authority to conduct such
ceremonials.
As told, Pp vernacular Japanese
newspapers Win J. Bryan went from
Yoboharna to attend the ceremony
and asked to be permitted to lilt upon
a seat of so& good omen. No ob-
jection was week, but, so the story
runs, Bryan tried to purehase the
'heirloom AT it had sanctity in Jay-
anew eyes, there was only indigna-
tion. The owners replied indignantly
that mite war stool vitas not for gale.
The Jiji Mimeo says the chair was,
finally handed over to Mr. Bryan, of
'his earnest request after a family con-
sultation of the Ogesawaras. Learn-
ing alter leaving Tokio of the special
character of the chair Mk. Bryan re-
turned it to the mayor of Tokio with
a better explainingg that ire had no
idea of tire stool's exceptional virtue
to the Ogasawara family, and wider
the cirictinictences should not think
of retaining it. One Tokio paper sari
Mr. Bryan secured a commie chair
upon which Admiral Togo sat from




ItF).E TO BE SHOT.
The Crime Committed in Mexico and
Its Character Both Fiendish
and Bold.
FULL STORY OF THE
REMARKABLE CASE.
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 23.—In Chi-
huahua, Mex., Judge Rice has sen-
tenced C. T. Richardson, C. S. Hark
and Wm. Meson, Ante-ricane, to be
ehot The men were arc-used of mur-
dering two men in Chihuahua for life
insurance money. Richardson was
an insuragce agent. Mason, his
brother-in-Jaw, the assistant • agent,
and Hark wae. the examining physic-
ian. It was charged that they mur-
dered a man named Deyees, who they
decoyed from El Paste and another
man named Mitchell, who is said- to
be a half brother of Mason. Riebard-
son is from Rothester, N. Y., where
be married Masco's sister. The .ase
has been is the Mexican courts three
years. Hark formerly was an El
Paso physician.
In Rochester .Mason was known as
Wm. Mitchree and Richardson went
by the name of Leslie E. Helburt.
They left there s becaose of
alleged crooleedress in vorce cases
which they bandied. Mrs. RichatdIseri
(Miss Mitchell there) was a stenog-
rapher in Richardson's offrce before
she married hint The case is one of
the most noted in the history of
American manipulation in Mexico
and is declared the boldest life in-
surance swindle on record.
Story of Remarkable Crime.
New York, Nov. 23.—Dataile of
the crime for which C. T. Richard-
son, 0. S. Hark and Wm Mason,
Americans, have been sentenced to
be shot at Chihuahua, Mex., wa. fern
• ished ken night by •• e. •
gleesome of die • .
The infliction of the death penalty
marks the end of an extraordinary
conspiracy to cheat the New York
Life Insurance company. •
Mr. Bottonre was; solicitor-general
for that company when the mur-
ders involved were conunitted in 1902
The details of the crime and the
great detective story that followed
have never been printed before.
The three criminals have fought ex
tradition and appealed, through the
Mexican dourts for three years. Marl
bun was a Rochester liewyer who
Tan away to Mexico with seven in-
dictraente over his head for running
a "divorce. maid
With the help ,pf Dr. Berle of
Chihuahua, they poisoned with stryeh
nine two other Americans, whom
they had caused to be insured in the
New York Life, and collected
°co on the polities. These two Amer
ifaTITO were Harry Mitchell, brother
of ,Mrs. Hurfbort, and James Doers,
aebrokenedevin mining man. atwi-
tter, calling hinvell C. T. Richard-
son, was the company', agent in
Cleilneh tn.
Suspicion Aroused.
After the murders, the gang, ex-
cept Merle, moved to Texas. Suspic-
ion was aroused and- a detective
named Gray was sent to Texas. He
posed as a lumber merchant and was
supplied with lumber orders from
New Yorki, to keep tip the game. One
day Hurlburt spoke to Grey', littie-
•
The men met, got intimate and
Hudburt brosathedi a scheme to
cheat the insistence company out of
lemma He said that he had had ex-
perience. Deteetive Gray proposed
that they insure Gray's brother-in-law
foe $5o,00o as a beginning. A
broken-dower detective called John H.
Evans was imported by Gray as his
Wither-in-hoe He was dying or con-
aumption and Bright's disease. Wm..
Mitchell posed as Evans and two re-
putable physicists, examined, him and
pronounced him a ride!! risk. He was
knievin as Meredith when he wee not
Evans.
Gang Arrested.
The whole crowd, inctuding Gray,
were arrested on November T. Dr.
Illirle, who was eel in Chihuahua,
was induced to Cottle into the United
State, and was arrested. He was pet
thnough the third degree ant) mach a
confession about his connection with
the owe' Chihuahua claims. The pro-
ceedings ;Kennet Mitchell! and, Hul-
bert on the Doke plat were dropped.
All three were extrectitiolt to Mexico







LIZZIE CARTER, COLORED, IS
CLEARLY MENTALLY
UNBALANCED.
Several Day Observation Will Have
Several Days Observation Will Have
to Be Had of Ellithrope Before
County Physicidn J. W. Pendley
yesterday examined Lizzie Carter,
regress, at the county jail, and de-
cided that she was mentally unbal-
anced and ought to be sets to the
asylum for fear she may harm her-
self or some other. He will recom-
mend to the county attorney Who
will have her detained at the jail
anti the criminal session of circuit
court commences week after next, at
which time she will probably be or-
dered conveyed to Hopkineville.
She is the aged negro woman who
lives in "Freochtown," here in the
city, but who has for some weeks
been working for Mrs. Leander Pot-
ter, five miles out on the Blartdville
road. One day last week she went
wild and procuring a butcher knie
started to kill Mrs. Potter, but oth-
ers overpowered her and she was re-
strained until Sheriff Lee Potter
came put and brought her to the
county jail here. At first it was
thought maybe she was full of coke
and not mentally unbalanced, but
she has been in jail nearly a week
now, and if it had been dope the ef-
fects would have passed away, but
site 'hews no improving signs and
complains of great pains in her bead.
Ellithrope Resting Well.
Major Ellithrope is still at the Rio'
erside hospital, in the free ward, and
seems to be resting well, but the phy
sician cannot yet tell whether his
peculiar actions are superinduced
through strong and continued drink
or from meeltal incapacity. Several
days' observation will decide whether
he is crazy or not.
SCHOOL INSTITUTE
THAT FOR COUNTY TEACHERS
TO BE HELD AT PARLEY
SCHOOLHOUSE.
Professor S. J.Marton Chosen
President of Teachers Association,
Vice, J. S. Ragsdale, Resigned.
The teachers of the teensy schools
are arratiging for their next gather-
ing ehich will be held at the Farley
echoed the third Saturday in next
115 )11442.
The asseciation met at Hendvon
Fall hi -.t Saturday. Prof. 3. .5. Rags-
due resigned the presidency aad supt.
S. J. Billingaon was elected to the
position. About thirty-five teachers
attendedt including a number from
the city, and a very interesting pro-
gram was rendered. Among the sub-
jects diecussed were, "A Model Pro-
gram for a county School" by L.
W. Fee roe; "W'hat Shall I Teach
My Pupils in the County School?"
by Miss May Elia; and the -Trustee
System'. by W. A. Middleton. After
enjoying a splendid dinner, spreadi by
the good people of the neighborhood
the association took, up die question
"What Relaion Should Exit Be-
tween the City and the County
Schools?" This subject was dis-
cussed by Sept. C. Ml Leib, of the
city and Supt- S. J. BiHinge= of the
county. The speakers agreed that
till a closer relation existed between
the city and the county schools they
could not accornprish the best results.
"County Graduation"! was then takes
up by Principle A. &I. Ragsdale of the
city and Principle J. S Ragedak gave
an excellent talk on "Phonics." These
discussions, with recitations by
Misses Mary Pouse and Leola Stuart
completed the day's program.
MUSICAL THIS EVENING.
INSURANCE SUITS
HARTH GRAIN COMPANY WAS
SUED ON SIX POLICIES
YESTERDAY
J. P. Hoy Sued E. J. Pettit for
$132.48 Claimed—Covington
Bros. Sue Gus Dunn,
The Harth Brothers Grain com-
pany of this city yestesday, filed so.
suits in the circuit court against var-
ious tire insurance companies in
which plaintiffs held policies indertini
fying them against fire, on their stock
of grain, fixtures, sacks, etc., in the
Seventh and Norton street ware-
house, which was destroyed by fire
the night of June 2, 1905. The grain
dealers claim the companies, will not
pay the amount of the policies cover-
ing the lose, therefore suit is brougrhe
The Geranan Insurance company of
Rochester, New York, is sued for
$e,000; Connecticut Fire Insurance
company of Hartford, Conn., for $2,-
nom-, the Germantia Fire Insurance
company of New York for $2,000 on
one policy and $500 on another; the
Continental Insurance company of
New York for $1,000 on one policy
and $1,500 on another.
The warehouse and contents of the
Harth company were totally destroy
ed by the coaflagration that broke
out about 1 o'clock in the morning
and burned for two hours, making a
big blaze.
Land Controversy.
Yesterday James P. Holt fiked son
against Edward 3. Pettit, the drug-
gist, for $132.48 claimed doe as a
result of some land transactions that
went through the hands of many
people. 
Itseems that the West End Im-
provement company some years ago
sold a lot eta West Broadway to R.
G. Caldwell and the former had 
a
lien on the property for money due
from Caldwell. Caldwell then sold
the property to Pettit. who in turn
sold it to Holt, and the lauer trans-
ferred -it to Mrs. Ella Hayrick. The
improvement company then filed a
emit and got judgment for the lieu
4tekl on the lot, it going against Mrs.
Hayrick. The latter then got judg-
ment against Holt, who now sues
peltit for reimbursement. While Pet-
tit wail have to look to CaldweR for
the money. The hen was never re-
leased from the time Caldwell
bought the property until it reached
Mrs. Hayrick.
Sued on Account
Covington Bros. & Co. filed snit
against Gus C. Dunn, of Livingston
county, for t4os.73, claimed doe for
groceries plaintiff 'furnished &fel:W-
ant
UP TO THIRD
BRICK STREETS ARE THAT
FAR OUT ON KENTUCKY
AVENUE.
Next Week the Contractors Will
Commence Laying the Concrete
Sidewalk on Street.
Work on the brick steet is pro-
gressing finely on Kentucky avenue
as the laborers have laid the brick
all the way from First to a point
some feet out beyond Third going to-
wards Fourth street. Arrival of the
brick at the Third street crossing
was hailed with much pleasure by ev-
erybody yesterday as it gine% a fine
place for the thoneaods of people
to pass bark and forth over that busy
corner, Which has been torn up for
some months on account of the ex-
cavations and other work prelimin-
ary to laying the brick.
The brick for the work between
Third and Fonrth nay: been scatter-
ed along both sides of the street
handy for the men who are quickly
laying them and prospects are the
wark will be done clear up to Fourth
Given by Ladies of the Tenth Street 
eretet by tomorrow night. Fourth' 




while next spring from Fourth out
to Ninth will be improved with the
bittnithic material which has proven
met a failure over on Broadway be-
tweeo Fifth and Ninth, where many
had places exist, while numerous
others have been repaired, and still
the theroughfare is unsatisfactory,
and- has never beer' received by the
board of works, winds states the im-
proveirient is not what it should be.
Some time next week the contrac-
tors will commence tearing up the
old brick sidewalks oa the avenue
between Per* and Fourth and put
down the coacrete„
Christian Church.
The ladies of the Tenth street
Christian church well give a musical
entertainment at the thurch this °eve-
, fling.
The note* should be filled, its the
nrmbers to be given indicate an eve
ning of real -enjoyment.
The following program may be ex
petted:












Piano. violin, and cornett—Mary,





Bids .. Piano and violin—Edne and
cit Fades.
Tlf MOT, / Vocal solo--Floseie Craig.




1Iotsston, Tex., Woe. 23.—An
amantistia pipe st the pleat of the
Hlossettes Pecking company, near this
city, exploded yesterday. Stere
Johneon colored was instantly ratted
and pewee other workmen were in-
jured, some of them fatally. The ex-
plosion was caused by a leak in the
Gov. Folk has removed Police
Oonstniesioner Andrew F. --Wong, of
St. Louis, and has named George P.
Jones XS his sue-ere:tor. Eking is ex-
pected to resist the order of remilaral
in the counts.
REALTY DEALS
NUMBER OF DEEDS RECORDED
WITH THE CLERK
YESTERDAY.
License to Marry Was Granted
Richard Martin and Mary Kath-
ering Ross of the City.
Land- lying in the county has been
sele by D. L. Futtrell to G. L. Fisher,
for /sn.5o, and the deed lodged
for record yesterday, with the county
clerk.
C. C. Thompson sold to W. S.
Parker, for $800, land lying in the
rural districts.
For $1,300, Henry Beyer soldi to
Elizabeth Dossett property, on Beyer
street in Arcadia.
B. A. Jacobs bought from Elizabeth
McConnell, for $1,200. property on
the Paducah and Hinkleville road
several miles from the city.
For $300, Felix G. Rudolph trans-
ferred. to M. Louis, laid out in the
cooaty.
A deed was filed correcting the de-
scription of property sold in a former
deed executed by John G. Brandon to
Victor Gutch.
Richard G. Barker transferred to
D. L. Futtrell, for $50, land tying in
the county.
Licensed to Marry.
The county clerk issued a wedding
license to Richard W. Martin, aged
29, and Mlary Katherine Ross, aged
24, both of this city.
CARLISLE IS BETTER.
Expected That He Will Be at Work
Again in Few Weeks.
New York, Nov. 23.—John G.
Carlisle', who has been 04 of phlebitis,
is considerably better today, and Dr.
Byers. his physician, thinks he will
be able to go to business again in
a few weeks. His improvement now
teems constant.
PURCHASING CO.
THIS BIG ACTION WILL GO
OVER UNTIL THE JANU-
ARY COURT.
Next Month There Comes Up the
Criminal Proceedings Against
Officers and Directors.
There will not be taken up this
term of civil court the litigation look-
ing toward, *joshing up tem business
of The People's Home Intrehasing
company, like it vnas tbeoght there
vrotibil be, because Judge Reed brings
every thing to a clew tomorrow
afternoon, and takes a vacation next
week, before teenerine upon the crimi-
nal docket tie t convenes the first
Monday in December.
It was thought that this big and
important action would be taken up
for diipoeal, but the judge has not
had time and will let the proceeding
go over until the January term of
court_ When the matter is gotten to
it will take the judge quite a while-
to pass on the suit, which is to be-
heard and decided by him personally
and net by a jury. He bias voknitin-
ous, documents to go over, erne+ evi-
dence to hear by ,crubmission and
numerous other things he pass on in
connection with the matter.
During the criminal tem of court
whicie convene, one week from next
Mc-mirky, there comes up the indict-
ments against the officers and direc-
tors of the company, who are charged
with rniemarrairment. etc. The bias
again.* these company officials were
brought in at the criminal term of
court, lase September.
NOT MUCH DOING.
Only Few Minor Charges Before
Judge Sanders Yesterday.
Eliza Wilhite was fined at and
costs by Judge Samierte in the police
court yesterday morning on the
charge of being drunk:. ,
Will Stewart and j. r Wihite were
given a continuance until Monday of
the case charging them with engaging
in a fight over a bill for groceries
Stewart owed White.
Walt-cc VVIIlley, colored, was fined
$to and coats for being drunk and
disorderly out abotk Teeth and Hus-
band, stream.
Tar Arpin drunk George
was fined at sad costs.
...•11111110, 
Imporama Chotagair llons of &mei
era ItaMenty.
On Friday. December SC the fob
cletiges is time of Sortisems
railway trete* wet beeesms effective:
No. v, isow leaving Louisville at
7:0 a. ns., wilt depart at II a. ea
Nee is aria teivriout Losilwrillo at
1:R15 ns., will depart at 3:31 m
Wo. as. rtow tearing. Lostiovale at
:3 p. IS., Ilrig deport al rta p. m.
ak erne harem tintiegene
fl p. will *ear. at sae a IL
Mks. a, wow leaviag Leitieutoa at
s:gri p. will deport p. m.
Cnersysiscsading cfninues trill he
las& at kite stations and passen-
gers inteadiaa to use these teal-n,
consult ticket agents for com-
plete information.









(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATIN 0 LA..
No change in formula or package.
The name has only ,been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money veil be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discolorations, black-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
cases in 2o days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price 50 cts and $t.00. Sold in
each city by all leading druggists, or
by mail.
Prepared only by.
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Pads, Tom
Sold in Paducah by all leading
druggists.
SCHEME FOR EMANCIPATION.
Early in the reign of Nicholas u.
William T. Stead .of the London Re-
view of Reviews paid him a visit and
conceived an admiration for the per-
son& character of the Po-caged young
autocrat which has never since
abated.
This brilliant but maginative avid
optimistic publicist then pnephecied
that if not hampered by adverse con-
ditions the new czar would advance
very far 'on the path of national re-
form and regeneration. He now 'finds
that his supposed absolute ruler has
been the slave of circumstances and
has had to contend with difficulties
beyond his power to remedy. kip.
Stead has lately, had another inter-
view with the czar, Whom he reports
to be in excellent health and spirits
despite the cares and burdens that
press so heavily upon him. The czar's
winning personality, transparent sim-
plicity and nyldent sincerity, as well
as his broad intelligence and keen in-
sight in a Public affairs, deeply- im-
press this Englislh admirer, who re-
grets exceedlnly that he is not better
known to his people.
mir. Stead has outlined a plan to
bring the czar nearer to his people
and crate a better understanding be-
tween 'him and 4th subjects. He
would have hitn freed from the fetters
imposed on him by a reactionary bu-
reancracy, and this if/ to be brought
about by means of _b rightly consti-
tuted doume, or people's council.
He would have tills council formed
on the- English plan by the este-Wish-
ment of four fundamental liberties
without which no free ejection can
he held. There are 1nNerty of public
assembly aryl of pet& association.
liberty of the press and, freedom from
arbitrary arrest. Through such a
council he would affect the etuantipa
tion of the czar.
Mr. Stead has, received permission
from General Tirepoff to present his
scheme for the czar's emancipation to
public audience. througnout Russia.
In Moscow, St. Petersburg and other
great cities his addresses have been
coldlyreceived and some of his meet-
ings have broken up in wild clamor.
He is not supposed to understand
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
household are constantly risking their
health. . Defective plumbing generates
genii-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help btu be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely "I:loud:we Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklct Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E. D. HANNAN, Plumber
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert Iworkman? If you .do
It to
3ohn 3. Bleich, jeweler.
22.4 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
J E. COULSON,
...P LUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water heating.
Phone 133. 5z.) Broadway.
.444.4444444.44.444++++4444
 WM.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padue-ah, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $18/5,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
K. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per 'annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in f
ire
proof vault fcr rent at $3 to $to per year as to sirs. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access. ta
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Vas
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS IIS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 160e TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine-modern hotel is now open under a new
management. for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
the gravity of the situation. In what,
he think, a temporary uprising Very best. accommodations cttreasonable rates
Russian reformers ,tis-erp a natirse
revolution. His -0,-,rifications of !•f• •
czar and his eulogies of General Tre-
poff cause great offense, and his ro- Dawson Springs, Ken
seate view of the situation is the sub-
ject of much sarcastic newspaper










Superior Facilities for Office
. Handling Prdght, Machinery 2ndland Monroe
Lee"T MONDAY NIGHT NOV. 27 And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ir
P. D. Fitzpatrick, SuptSOUTHLAND'S FAVORITE,
EFFIE LEAH FRANCIS  dipomminmele 
"AIR iitieleo N Abram L. Weil & co
FIRE INSURANCE
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.1.1111 Ilkaatetiillo dip a. at.ela 
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Campbell Block.
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Sh iffs Tax Sale
I will on Monday, the 4th day of
December, 1905, (circuit court day)
at the McCracken coaoty court house
door, sell to the highest bidder for
ash, the following described lots and
lands, or so ninth thereof as is lieCea.
eau to pay the state and county
taxes assessed for the year 1905.
Sale to begin between the hours of
g and to a. at.
L. D. POTTER, -




Augustus, W. E. est. of, x It
1406 S. 4th  8.89
Aslioff, Phil, I It 714 S. 4th   14.61
ATilISt, TOM 1 It 1241 S. 60  14.61
Anderson, Chas x It O'Bizien
add 
'Alfprd, Jay a It 151 .Wsodward
Ave  4.28
BI a It Wike at..... 16.32
• • 
Bush
Brient, John 34 ac tar R. D.
*ley 
Brant, Mrs. Belle, g It 6y)
Bu wife z It 1708
Brfnat, John 34 acres 
'zabethr, jay fr 
Broad 
But&lrard, Ben 1 It tith &
'Stickman 
Bonand, C. R. T It nth bet
Jones & Norton..........
Bakowe, R. P. t It 13th St
Jackson  it .95
Burrow% Hugh fr wife 54 ac
nr N. Potter & t It 1107,S
4th 
Burton, Rosen. 3 Its 700 Goe-
• bel Aye-S. oft-Hays Ave
Bell, E E. I It. S. 3rd bet
Husband and George  64.5,7
Burger Louis a it 413 8.41
Birchen, E. E. t It 441127 Edge
It 
Bond, Mrs. A. E. z It tut S 
9th st: 
Burkholder, j H t_lt Nor. Add
Brandon, G. C. (N. R.) a It
9th & Bocknzan 
Budde, Frank t it S. tath
Broils, M. T. 3 Its. Norton. at
O'Brien Ad  6.13
BurleAdder, J. J. i it Bdge V.
Bryant, Waker k Jack it.
Brooks, Mrs 2 Its O'Brien
Add 
Burks, S. W. 2 ks OBrien
Add 
Carroll, W. J. t It 1013-1015
Ave. ............ .
Ilessig, Dr. H. T. g loth &
Court, 9tb & Jones, 8th &
Jackson 
,Hostetter, Mrs. May i It 175
Woodrentrd Ave.
Husbands, .Wm. x It 534 Eliza-
beth rt. 
Hamby, II. H. i It 614 Nor.
st. 
W. T. est. 3 Its Little
Hainiltou, \.. 1.1I 433 Geo.
St. 
Humphrey, John 1 It S. 9th
bet Hun). & Bocicman 
Hutchison, V. A. t It. 623 S.
loth 
Hogan, Mr. J. i It 11th above
Jones. 
Houseman, W. C. I k O'Brien
Add.  ......
Hayman, C. C. a Its W Jack-
son st. 
Haybaker, J. n. i It tit% &
Norton at 
5.65 Hulecy,F. L. & L. D. I It 313
Jarrett M. 
Jones, Casper for Morita C.
Jones 1 It 1207 S. 7th ....
15,78 Johnson, E. & Co. (TT:reproved
on) 1 z & Tenn. 
io.48 Joiner, .14. E. I le 629
ve.  .
8.89 tolurn, L W 6 It Husb st....




7.03 Johnson, H. J. i  TuU7 Adt.,
Jones, Lee Annie a It Rtip,
5.351 st 
.1.Asmes. L. F Adid
ir.gs Kee-bier, Mrs. Nancy 1 It Ash-
brook Ave. 
Koib, J. T. t It Husband's &
Jarrett Add. 
Lee, C. C. 4 Its S. 7th, 13thi
16.68 Monroe & Goebel Ave.....
Leonard, Mrs. 0. A. 2 It 1421
17.02 S. 3rd & 3n4& Tenn. 
Lendley, Geo. i It 1615 S. 4th
Loftin, Jas. i It 231 Clem. at..
Lax, Robert t-lt Clem. at...
Lowe, Sam D. (N. R.) a It
1550 S. 6th it. 
Levy, Mrs. Matilda I It 1308
Jackson it. 
Levy, Mrs. Matilda I it 1308
Jackson at. 
Lewis. Henry I It 5th & Hualb.
Langeton, J. Y. t It M'chflz'g
Little, Jas i It Sowell* Add..
Larne, H. A. z It Little Add
McMahen. Robt t It x622 S.
McHenry, Mrs E. A.! It 1210
'Tenn. 
McIntyre, Robt I It 17th &
"el McloChurelves R. F. 1 It 217 Jarrett
at  .1
9.10 McClure, H lit 912 S. lith it
McNeal, Tom I It Metzger&
Add 
McKinney, Chas I It Wood-
wird Ave 
McGoodirin, Chas •& Co. i It
.6th & NOrton 
3.10 Mitchell, Mr,. Carrie a Its 703
9.10 -710 S. 13th st. 
Mix, Harry t It 4th & Ione.
sts 
Mile., Joe V. (N. R.) z It S.
6th bet Geo. & Elia. 
Matlock, F. M. i it 10th lit
Hash at. 
Mill., Mary. D. I it 1304 S.
8th it. 
hiathenity, W. R. & Wife. t it
422 Aabbrook Ave 
Morgan, Cox (N. R.) a Its
Husbbands 
Meyers, Cites. t It Churchill
Add 
G. 1 It Oth & Bock 
Mill. & Coppage (N. R.) 1 It
S. loth & Bockatan 
Miles, J. E (N. R.) 1 It Eliza-
beth at. 
Miller, Geo. A. z It Thurman
Add. 
Mantels, Lewis a It M'ch'b'g..
?diner, T. G. t It Goeble Ave.
Mullen, Joe i It Guthrie Ave
Manley, W. H. Tully Add..
Moore, A. M. .s It O'Brien
Add 
Neighbrrs, Mts. Ge• o. a It 82o
'S. 7th at. 
Nabb, J. W. a It Guthrie Ave.
Nolan, W. J. a It O'Brien Add
Ortmen, Ohas t It 13th & 0.
Fetter, Justus a Its 633 Eliza-
beth it. 
Price, Ben H. t It 1113 S. 4th
Price Ben H. Adm. for Bryant
est i It 1290 S. 8th 
Porter, C. R. 2 Ito Link Add
Prat.% MTS. W. C. 1 It 613
Ohio at. 
Putman, J. L. I It 7th & Jones
it. 
Powell, E. G. i It Wink! at...
Pope Wm. t It Thurman Add.
Pryor, W. L. (N. R.) a It 4th
or Husband 
Riervon, Ed t It
Paducah Textile Co. i Pt
Yeisem Ave 
6.13 Pitmen, Mr.. Belle t It Imo
7.73 Jones st 
Bevy, F. W. a It t628 Tenn at
31.15 Price, S. J. z It O'Brien Add.
Phillips. Dr. T. L. (N. R.) 2
14.61 its, CYBriee Add 
10sratles, W. H. t
8.35 Quarles, J. M. (N. It.) 32 ac
6.48 nr Old Fair Grounds 
Quarles, J. MI. (N. R.) for 1904
6. t3 32 ac or Old Fair Grounds 
3.65 ()ohm, Hosea t It 15tif & Nor 
1Quinn, Hosea for 1904 a It 6th3.10 & Norton 
6 E
3.38 Rudolph, Celatill I it Little
Add 
3.33 Rnaltuarge, Jas eat t It 1013 S.
I 3rd at 
4.96 Redford, Geo. A. t It 54 Mate
9.141343 Ave.Rassall • Alex 1 It 148 Jones at









Jones at.  11.17
Clark, M. N. i It Goebel Ave
Clark, J. W. i It 273 Clements
it.    10.48
Clark. T. A. for wife t It t8#5
Bridge it 6.34
-Clark, Mrs. Jane 2 Its agt
Clements et. & Ash. Ave.
Coleman, C. A. I it6za S. 41h
-Conley, him M. L. I It 6t5 S.
4th st. . 
Cunningham Joe t It Ica S.
4th.  
Chapian, T. R. i It 1819
Bridge it. 
'Calloway, Jack 2 its Powell &
Clements its
Curd. George E. t It George
bet 6th & 7th. 
Canner, Ernest z It 430 Ash-
croft Ave 
Carthey, Clark 1 it Clem. it
Combat. W, A. So aches....
Davis, Mrs. R. T. tai Its tag4
S. 9th it. 8.89
De Loath, Ed lt "Jones or.
..........
Doyle, Mrs. M. T. t it 817
Tenn. at. 
Dean, Rackel& Ann I ac
Charnblin & Murray Add...
Dyson. A. C. a It 2371Clein. it.
Deavers, Ben. 0. z It 422 Kin-
cad Ave    6.34
Drennon, Mrs Mary t It Eula
St. 
Dicke, J. A. i it Wheeler Ave
Dupree, Chas. i It Kincact Ave
Dtriruid. Mary, t It Clem,. it.
Ely, Elizabeth & Tom 4 Its.
Clem. it.  10. 27
Eggleston, Sue z it 401 & Geo.
it. 
Elliott, A. F. t It. Clem. it 
Esdrington, Idaa It Ben. Road
English, Pat. 1 It Little Add
Elder, Tom'i k Goebel Ave
• Flowers, Wes a It 4th & Nor.
Fuller, E. 1 Its. 3rd & Norton
Farris, Joe I It 9th & Bock 
Flynn, Robt. t lot Clem. it
Frailty, J. F. I It Hays Ave
Fick* John 12 Its bet 4th &
6th, South 
Furnan, John t It 6th & Broad
Futrell, J. P. i It O'Brien 44d
Green, Mrs. T. B. t It 132,
Farley it. 
Gleason, Ed I It 231 Short it.
Granger, M. G. a it 1233 S.
6th st. 
Gativin, Woe it It 1227 S.
6th it. 
Cribiroo, W. W. t It 701 Goebel.
Ave. 
Gregory, Came t it Tenn St.
George, J. E. (N. R.) t It.
Hays Ave..... .......
Croinden, Willie a It Rushing
it. 
'Gilbert, Mrs. Emma. i It
Cleveland Ave. 
'Grubbs, Elliott 0. 2 It O'Brien
Add. 
Hughes, Geo. a It 9-Husb. &
Bockman 
-I-louver, II F. 1 It ooft Tenn
It r6111. & 'Non.
















































12.21 9th st. 
Rose, Jas & wife i It 9th &
Bockmon 
Ruirk, Wm. I It O'Brien Add
Rutledge, Wan r It Thurman
Add 
St. John, Win. t It 1330
Guthrie Ave • 
Scliroeder, Mary C. a It 1631
Goebel Ave. ........
St4th, Jas L. x It Willie st 
Sullivan, E. 2. i It 817 May-
Keld Road 
Schofield, A. V. I It stilt & 0.
Suddeth, W. J. I Its 625 S. cith
Sayer, Johenaa a it Sowell
Add 
, Joins R. i. It 5th &
hio et._  
Schulte, Geo W. i It Wortoa
S. S. Add 
..iaonK4
Shenrivell, L. B. i It Clem. st.
Snyder, Heirs x 11 Meyer, st
Scott, Frank, A. for wife 65 QC
nr Bagwell 5th Dist 
Sc6tt, Mrs. Miry t It g26 Nor-
Sessoast M'r'l Co. 630 ft on
yers St.  158•71
St Hogs, J. W. z It Sowell
dd  3.38
S 'th, Thomas r It Clem. M 
Suiherland, Robert t It 825
ayfield Road 
St , Rufus a It Bridge st 
St4rrett, J. W. t It Hays Ave
2.69 St4eadev, Ida M. x It 4th & 0.
S w, Catherine r U Jones bet
5.31 tfi & 8th  6.41
a. ,,Sastith, W. R. 2 Its O'Brien
Add. 
Smith, E C. i It 618 S. 6th 
Smith, C. W. x It S. 3rd at 
8.49 Spore, J. M 1 It Gilson Add
S: yen', Kate t le Chbl'n Add.
39.25 Stegall & Potts t It Rush. st.
Smith, E. B. t It Thur'n Add.
16.78 Sirk, Fred i It O'Brien Add 
12.41 Troutman, J. E. I It '335 S.
11.17 8th at. 
5•71 Troutman, Dr. J. S. for Manic
Walker eft, x It Broad bet
9.10 5th & 6th. ........
Thompson, John Q. t It 707
10.27 Jones st 
Traisor Chas I k 1213 S. 6th
10.27 Thomas, J. H. (N. R.) a It
10.27 1235 S. 316 it.  15.78
4.75 Trice, Robt. t It 4th above
7.51 Norton -•
4.20 Thompson, Chas t It Clem. it.
Turner, F. M. it It S. 8th 
Taylor, Caroline B. i It Thur-
man Add. 
Thompson, Nellie It Guthrie
Ave..... ......  
Upton T. L alt 8th & Norton
Vogt, Mrs. Mary t it 1217 S.
loth 
Vandesekie, S. a It 824 Bock.
Vallatatinginati, Jesse a Its 7th
24 above Husbands' 
Vandergets, A. J. I It Hays
3.38 Ave. 
Walker, Frank z k 441 Hays
3-38 Ave 
Walker, J. S. t It 3ta6 Yelper
Ave 





















































Willifftl, MTS. Ida 3 It. atz-13-
19 Short it. 
Wilson, M. G. by R. G. Wil-
son t It 26s Chat. 
White, Mrs. Sophia I It 127
Waementlitmer, Mn. R. B.
Jackson 
Withers, J. P. 1 it 323 Jarrett
at 
Wade, Finley It Eula ,t 
Wade, J. M. t It Eula it 
Wiliam% John H. i It Metz-
grit Add 
Wallace, Owen I It ttt6 Jack-
eon it. 
Clint (N. R.) I It
Monroe it. 
Williams, Thos. (N it
Clements it. 
Wallace, B. C. t it Moab.-
Wilkins, T. B. I it Sowell Add
Williams, Walter I It S. 4th st
Wenoes, AmandaI It Chant-.
bln Add. 
Wilson, E. a It 01Brien Add 
Wasen, Mrs. Annie t It Yeiser
. Ave.... ............
Yopp, M. C. 2 Its O'Brien Add
Yarbro, Mks. M. A. a It 1931
Broad 
Yarbrah, Henry I It Antitheft
Ave 
Yates's, Lizzie a It Eliz. st 
Second District.
Anderson, I. 0. I It 407 S. 41t1
Agnew. Lucille t It Coudt St.
Arnold, J. W. 3 Its O'Brien
Add 
Baker, Blake I It S. 9th bet
Clare & Adams 
Barnet', D. W. a lb 426 S. gtle
at. 
Bottom, Jas. 7. It South Side
Brown, Daisy a It 28th &
Adams
Cunningham, J. C. a Its 13th &
Clark 
Champion, J. W. i it Block 46
Duncan, L. B. a It 906 Bron-
son Ave. & Rtowe 
Dixon, Gee. W. t It 2Tst &
Adams' 
Ms, Kiss Cora t It 16/3
Jackson .t. 
Brett., rout J. ii It Mill at 
Flakier, Ct. W. 1 it 9. &
lath be* flaky & Barnett.
"Clanktrk it "Mr 6
Glittery, Elbert sr It Wet het'
Clark & Manes 
Gallagher. Mace 4 les &ft Vitals
-and & Clark Wan. if
S. 3rd 
Gallawher & Lint ft gth *
Trimble 
Gilbert, Mrs. Minket; t It sao
S. Mr 
It t3o4
dridiNs, 1911 L IA • 4 4.
Henson. Ed for wife 2 Its x3th
3.38 bet Burnett &
Hedges, J. W. i It S. 6th st
526 
Haybeck, Temple 2 Its Mchbg
8.83 Jones, T M. Heirs x It 9th &
6.35 Jackson 
Johnson, M W It 414 Clark
19.48 Lyle, Ed B. 2 Its Court bet
15.99 and & 3rd-Bway bet 25-26.
10.48 McKinney, Mrs. Annie x It
Court se. 
6.96 McAnany, Henry x It Wort.
Add 
5.65 M. Cain x It S. gth.... 
Miller, Mat % ac or John, Arts
15.72 Morgan, Mrs Mary E. 3 Its
Court-S. 6th-S. 7th 
9.10 Miller, Mrs. Alice lit W End
4.07 Meyers, Geo. r It Adams bet
and & 3rd. 
ta.5•3 Mahaffy, Chas / It 8th or
Washing . 
10.27 Martin, P. M. 4 Its Thurman
S. S. Add 
Newton, C. H. 1 It 13th &
Jackson.... 
Orin, L. G. t It ath bet Court
4.07 & Washington , 
Owen, Jesse i It arst & Adants
7.51 Minket, Mrs. W. B. t It
6.13 Plunkett Hill 
4-75 Purdue, A. D. (N. R.) 1 ft S 
12.33 6tH at. 
Petter, H. A. & I.:. J. 1 it S.
4th it. 
Richardson, E. B. z it 320
4.21 S. 3rd st.
8.83 Robertson, T. W. x It S. 3rd st
3-38 Ralph, W. C. t It 13th & Jack
3.I0 Suptherland, M It TO &
Clark 
Spence. Sarah t4 Its nr R. R.
Stanley 
Stockman, R. J. (N. IL) tX ac
rir T. j Jones 
Singleton, Miss Lizzie 2 Its
Adams & Madison &
Stanley, M. M. 2 Its 525 S gith
7.51 Sutherland, E Z. Alice, 3 Its
Wheeler Ave.
10.48 Teel, R. E.. z It 9th bet Clark
10•48 & Adams 
0. a It Monroe
17th. ...... ....
I- 5 its Rtown
7.51 . lor J. H. Burk-
6.13 holder no ac Qv S. A.
3.65 Harkey  ..
White. 3 B. for wife 1 It 319
3.37 S &Is  ,
Worentan, W. L. a It tali bet
4.75 Jackson & Ohio 
g 2.54 Yopp, G. T. 2 Its O'Brien Add 
Zeigler, J. a it zith & Jack 
6. t 3 Third District.
7.72 Adams Ghia, 1 It 9th bet.
B'way & Court 
8.19 Boone, E. G. for Mrs. A. E.
Johnson t It 4th & Clark 
3 3.9 Baird, Mfaa C. A. t It Faxon
Add 
6.35 Burnett, Mts. M. L. i It B.way
bet 13tis & Lois 
5.65 Brown, G. H. for wife 4 It
1736 Jefferson 
13.24 tkackett Joe (N. IL) 100 ac
Chanties* 
18.54 Bryant, I. W. 3 Its Fountain
Ave 
16.4! Bennett, C. S. 1 it rnonroe it
Babette, Jan C. 1 it 24tti &
11.65 Wert," 
Barnett, W. W. t It B'iriry bet
io.36 bet t6th & intl..... 
Baskette, T. C. t it 23'5 B'way
5.65 Cobb Mrs. hi. S. & It 616
63.10 35 cC/usitisse,Brit.'waYttrineford C. W. tflotr wifWBe ikt'way
8.19 2oth & Jefferson ' 
Cooper, W. Y. 5 It Block ..26
6.13 Cox. W. E. 1 It Block 56 
Clark, Pat. E. (N. R.) I It
4.75 Clay bet 13th & 14th 
Cartwrigt, J. S. 1 It Fountain
Park 
Deboe. R. E., a It 404 S. 8th
Duiguid, G. C. for wife 1 It
23rd & B'way 
Dicke, J. W. 1 It O'Brien Add
5.4 Evans, H. H. a It Jeff bet 17th
2.69 & 18th 
t
ites
F. . B. D. & S. H. Taylor
5.31 4ts S. 3rd ter Bro..ad  .
3.38 Grief, Mrs. Gertta for heirs 1
It lath bet Jeff & Monroe 
22.67 Grief, L. A. M. Atha S. 3rd-S.
4th-N lath
5.65 Gilman, Ed 3 Its eth & B'way
4.07 6th & Jeff-6th bet Jeff •&
Monroe ' 
27.49 Gardner; S. J. (N. R.) a It and
12.02 bet B'way & Court 
Goodman, W. A. 12 Its Blcck
62.  7.86
Green, W S. sits Hays Ave  5.31
13.24 GTOUSe & FiiheT 1 It S. 4th St 3.38
Grouse, Adolph t It•S. 4th  2.69
10..48 13 & 121h  38.04
6.13 Retch, Mrs. J. H. (N. R.) tit \
tool Jefferson  111.54
6.41 ;Jerk H D. I it W B'way  13.24
/9100k, NITS, Bell 1t43- IIC Ili
11.. 3 it1;3 Jar.. 
Mary
Potte6  P. a It womb :
ingtoa Ave 







g.so 'Grief, John for wife x It 6th &
Jackson'
6.35 Grief, Mrs. MI. A. 34 ac nr








27 McGee a It West End 
McCune, Bob i It Madison' bet
29 17th & 18th 
Moss, T. E. 4 ac. Holt 
9.10 Moss, T. E.-Lyle 5 ac tw
Thompson Mill 
14.61 Maxwell, MTS. L. W. 1 It
5•31 B'way' bet 7th & 8th 
Murrell & Puckett i It N. 6th
bet Boyd & Finley 
17.57 son bet t6th & 17th 
Parham, W. H. 2 Its 9th &
39.42 Norton & loth & Norton 
Phillips, Robt. for Alden Knit-
7.51 tin Mills tit S. 8th & Nor.
Prima, Geo. M. i It 2oth Jaak.
Palymer, L. P. 2 Its O'Brien
Add 
Phillips, G. T. I It It O'Brien
Add 
30•94 Rock, John (N R.) x It 224
RoSss. ,6th Mrs. M. L. x It 1332
5.44 Monroe 
Rose, H. A. 2 It, Elizabeth st.
6.82 Ropsr, .1/bert 1 It A. ITe ,ts
Rush, Geo. x It Yourtaut Pars
4.18 Rogers, W. W. a It Ky Ave 
8.83 ARichazdeon, R. B. 2 It O'Brien
Smith, J. T. a it B'way tath
17.57 & 13th 
6.13 Skelton J. W a 11 219 N. 6th
4.75
Snyder, o t It
th 
41EGelith. .... y et...  
Simpson, Margaret a US W. F..
10.26 Schrader, Margaret i It B. 9 
Stewart, Dr. D. T. 2 Its Moo-
10.8225•64 
 Smith. Gtenrie 
fc'eAdstbet i6th at 17th  
It O'Brien
12.33 Terrell, John B. I It Washing-
9.71 ton at 
Thomas, T. L. x It W. End 
8.89 Warren, Char for children 2
B-way-23nd & 23rd 
3.20 Whiteside% Dr. C. E. 3 Its
Jones & S.•toth 
2.27 Woolfold, Mrs. A. 0 3 Its
Bway-3rd st. 
29.56 Walton, J. M. 6 Its N. 7th-
9.10 Jeff-,Lieberman Add 
it.
9.16 Wittemors, Edgar tosSJS ac tar
T W Allen 
32•88 Whittemore, Edgar for Tom
Lewis t It Plunkett
5-86 Whitfield, W. G. t It N. moth
11.65 White, W. M z It W. End....
Wilson, Geo. Ii i It City.
/Naar* District.
17.10  Thimble 
Alberta, J. A. a It 
14.6' Big Ten Imp. Co. t it Trimble
at. bet xsth & 16th. 
Berry, E. W. for children efts
8th & Ca/dwell 
Breetkis, G. G. (B. B.) t It
N 13th 






















Howler, It, H. t It West End
Jeuninus, H. W. t It Iffoteroe
bet KAI St 17tk 
Jones, O.*. t It lith & Josses
Inegity.., N. S. tit 1Partisoti
bet 11711 'az tatis 
Jones, Brent a It (YBrien Add
See, F. t It West and 
Lewis. Thos. E. It W. B'way
Lemon, Sid 1 It tt SOO st. 
!Adman, Powder Co. a It tsth
& Court 
Langston, J. S. t It Willie st 
peher, Henry t It S. Oh nr
Hospital 
MeI111Yres DIY C. it 13th &
Bass, Was 1 it Fountain Park
Bryant, J. (N. IL) I it N. toth
Betterson, Jas. x It Camp. st.
Brown Margaret a It 14. 8th
Brown, Emma a it Harrison
bet Toth & lith 
Bryant W. T. I it 6th &
Yeiser 
Bower, M. E. a It t2t11 st 
Bauer, Mary E. a It jack. it 
Bowden, Kitty t It Madison
tith & 17th 
Corbett, Sirs. It H. t It 62r
N. 6th 
Callahan, Co. heirs 2 its Trim
Collier, Dora. A. 2 Its Har-
rison bet 7th & 9th 
Collier, rota (N. R.) a Its
Harrisoo 7th & 8th 






31.15 Clark Ilf •4 wv.R.Pus, 2 sti vv . at-
4.07
4.07' Cox, 1i. A. I it Nock 56 
CAllarbilat, foe Mrs. (N. IL) t It
N. 13th st. 
Downs, J. S. for wile 5 Its
2.96 & Clark 













































isicA1111n10, eo. a t1 Aftto
Draffin, It. E. I It Thim. I6th
Dora, Rich a It 13th & Mad 
Esker, Lee t It. 8th & Hat 
Ewell, Claude (N. R. a It 313
N. 6th 
Eskridge, J. W. I k Rtown 
Echols, T. H. & Meer t It 
Farrar a It W. Jeff 
Flournoy, G. A. 7 Its W Eend
Afton Heights 
Garvey, Mrs, India I It 925
N. 6 
Greer, J. K. 1 Its O'Brien Add.
Grouse, Ed x It 1637 Clay 
Holland, Sam r It 835 N. 7th
Hall, C. R. r It sth & Harris.
Moyer, Fred 2 Its 903-906
N.óth 
foyer, Fred for wife a It wall
Trim 
Heilbron, Fred (N. R.) t It..
IN. Toth 
Harrison, Caleb 55 ac Gra-
baniville 3 Its Ha11151 Ave
Hudson, Mrs. heirs I It 1119
'Monroe 
Hill, Mary E. I It Trim. it 
Haw, M. E. 1 It Mad. 
Hilt, Ed B. r It Clay 
Holbrook, M. B. t It Harrison
Hilton, J. M. I it Benton R 
James, L0011111Td 1 It 416 N. 4th
Johneon, W. F. t It Rtown 
James, W. K. 1 It Salem Ave.
jorden, Emily or Gorden t It
Harrison it. 
Karnes, WM. a it. N. 7th 
ICiiIcerre, Mrs. Fannie it It
Trimble st. ...... .
Kelly, Mts. H. B. 1 It Maple-
wood Terrace 
Lock, C W. t It Harrison at.
Iatkin, E. B. t It t23 clay....
Loftin, Mir. L. B. & Cora
Oheek t It 1237 Clay 
Lovelace, 'Frank for wife a It
920 Tritrabk 
Latins, IL K. a Its 1717 Ms.
33.35
 11.85
3.83 McWilliams, Mrs. John • x It
3.38 Harrison bet it & lath.... 6.12
McCreary, J. F. a Its Fowl-
1.10 ..tain Ave 
40.11 N. lath
Martin, J. R. (N. R..) 4 Its N.
5.45 loth Harrison & Flournoy
Markey, J. B. for wife r It 12.40




4.07 Burnett sts. 
Satein 
4.48 Mooney, W. A. x It 314 N 12th
Meeham, Mrs. Kate i It loth
5.24 M8' Tmbarkey, John i It Madison
174.25 bet 17th &
4-97 S. C. (N. It,
Clay 
5.38 Miller, J. J. (N R.) i ItCairo ft
Mallard, Ed 1 It 8th .at 
2.68 Mitchell, W. x It 5th bet Tenn 
& Jones  8.83
36-45 Mercer, T. E. x It 6th & Bur. 2.69
Pell, Mrs. Anna I It 4th &
10.27 Madison  7.51
31-15 Porteour, Wm 2 Its Trim. st 13.92
3.351 Perlo-r, \Vet. for J. D. Por-
4•73 tcou i It Trim. st 
4:4869 PieArcade, E. R. x It 1426 Trim. 12.97
Padgett, Barney 2 Its O'Brien
 8.35
Pookiag.dst8ilimits6..-..(
29-56 Reed, Jeff for wife x It zoth
58.71 & Clay 
Roberts, N F. t It x7ao Harris. 10.48
13.02 Robertson, Minnie (N. R.) 15
4-06 ac nr Geo. Ratcliffe  4.75
5•45 Roark, J. F. for wife x It Clay
bet 14th & isth 
10•95 Roettenger, A. i6 its Block 34
Rouse, Mrs. Carlo 1 It N. 12th
2.69 Rudolph, Guy x It 24tb & C,ourt
Smith, Mrs. Lucy a It 16th &
14.10 . N poi 61 .Marrison . •.  7-47.3
Smith, F. J. r It N 12th 
15.78 Sheppard, Jas M. (N. R.) I it
1155 N. tith 
20.46 Sabiz,nbAl.0 F. (N. B.) a It 1113Tr
89.81 Swift, T. P. i It 321 N. 41.11  21.50
Sweeney, Mrs. Maggie x It
Madison bet 17th & 18th  4.75
Singleton, G. G. 365 ac. Bonds
Station  x6.8t
130.36 Singleton,G. G. for wife a Its 
e13:aro k Went; 6th 8` 
Harrison its 
Sk . a it Rushing at
Sanders, W. D. x It Flaunt.
Sowell, J. B. t It Rtown 
Fred t It Fax. A
18- 6831 Thomas, J. E. for wife 3 Its
Sehiffnian, rdii
StIolne10, Mtitrs th S. J. 1 It 923 N 71h
4.
Thatapeou, Mrs. id. J. a It 303
VerlinadkKinegise, 'Joci It 7th . Clay
Vernon, Mr. anti Mem Grab-





'5-99 Vogl*, Thos. &Sou a Block 7.
3.38 Mks. C. E. I It Ma-
5.46 piewood Terrace 
534 WkAss, Al cit. a it 420 S. 4*
5.88 Winder, Co. W. z it Rtoma
Wilbert, Jas. heirs a It risks
8.83 at 














WiNiatas, A. F. x It 422 N. sth
Whittlock, Mrs. M. x It tot8
Harrison . 8.89
Whitlock, Miss Fannie t It
Harrison bet toth & itth.. 4.75
Yates; J. D. it It N. 13th  13.04
Young, John x it 1626 Trim  7.03
Firtilt District.
Alcock, Harrie (N. R..) 24 ac
nr H. Culp.... ........
A. Walt, E. 40 ac or A. Bluett
Bowituni, W H 3 ac or N. J.
!lowland  4.96
Boaz, Josh (N. R.) 17 ac nr
H. Ballance  4.26
Bank of Murray by F. H.
Overby 480 ac ITT G. GTOVeS 29 56
Bottome, Jas. 3 Its Boone at. 6.69
Burton & Newton 113 ac nr








































32-53 Bierman, A. J. & Rosa 2 Its
Thurman Add.  3.03
10•48 Coly, N. A. 'for wiklah.Tyler
Culp, Monroe (N. IL) 35 ac tit
8.83 rr H. Culp  4.41
14.61 Cox, Mrs. E. B. (N. It.) aoo aa
nr Dave Howard 18.53
33.01 Duprieet, Ai-vy 2 ac or Geo.
3.10 Miller  •4•97
6.41 Etter, T. J. 56 ac nr Crebs Sta 9.10
4.75 English, est. a It 9th & Adams 4.75
Eckel',, John 3 ac nr Lawtone
23.57 Bluff.... ......  
Finley, J. M. 8o ac nr T. J.
8.83 Reed  30•04
4.75 Foote, Arthur 4 ac Hush. R.
9.78 Falkner, Mary M. too ac or
9.93 Hardie Riley  20.12
31.15 Grief, A. S. & Wife toa ac nr
H. Crick  39.98
17.37 Gattin, Fame x It Benton R. 3.10
I-lusst.he nes, -4--k ItsMLge18.50
9.15
King, E. D. 23 ac nr J. E
6.96Jones 10.48
22.88 
LeidabazI: Rer,oJaohdon 35 ac nr Plus-
 7.03
Leis:kicker, John 35 ac nr Hus-
22.67 bands Roard... ...... 12.39
7.51 Legate, E.. G. 15 ac ter Will
4.97 Clark   5•79
21.84. McClure, W. A. 280 ac nr 
6.13 Oaks road  29.52
7-51 McClure, Iva 144 ac nr H 
33.04 9.88
4.75 McClure, Mrs. Kate 40 ac an
3.79 M. Segel* ...... 6.112
Miller, Albert 2 Ita- Tyler  4.55
4.03 Meadows, Geo. x It Hush R. 6.35
38.04 Muldrow, Sim so ac or Clarks
River ....• ...... ..• • 16.47
35-45 Martin, Dr. W. W. 8o ac sr B.
H. Pryor  13.02
3.38 Milliken, Amos 6 l& O'Brien
4.48 . Add. ............ 6.15
14.6! Norden, M. S. for wife tgo Sc
nt E.. Jarboe   40.65
14.40 110,44 W. F. 58 ac or Mrs 
Ward 6.3S
12.55 
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of the Uoited States. The result of
this appeal was a tnouneed in the
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Change Ballot and Election Laws.
The many contests •filtal since the
election should be aAl object lesson
to the law makers who are supposed
to represent the people. The ballot
and not the election laws. should be
so plain and simple that every vote
• legally cast Will be honestly counted,
and if any of the defeated ones are
not satisfied with the result, that the
ballots could be recounted at their
peruse and they, be convinced that
,*hey received all the votes cast for
them.
It is getting so now that whenever
a contest is filed that public senti-
ment at hnce cries out fraud.. This
being the case, defeated candi-
dates whO 'have rYeruoks file a con
test for Ifilvertiling purpose, only, or
for the purpose of being bought off.
The peopk are heartily tired of
the uproar after each election, and
they want the candidate who re-
ceives the ,highest number of votes
to have the office. And furthermore,
an lainlest ballot and honeat election
laws mean that honest men will offer
for office, but where dishonest ekc-
tions are held, only dishonest nn
will enter the field.. Hence, the law-
makess shooed isiatagurate a reform
ir the ballot, and. the election. laws,
and legislate for honest government:0
which can only be attained through
hone st men
•
"Cities May Own Utilities."
Um:kr this head appears an irtrre
in the November number of the But-
kiln of the League of American Mu-
aicipalities that is of local interest.
At Owensboro, Kentucky, the city
decided to build water works and the
company there sought to enjoin the
'ty and the case wits fought to the
.preme court of the United States,
which decided that the city has a
perfect right to build and operate
its own water works. Now comes
another cave decided the same way
by the Fuse-erne sokirt, and the Bulle-
tin says:
Upeted States supreme court
Monday handed down a decision af-
firming the right of cities to pur-
chaii- and maintain water plants re-
gartikss of the exietence of a fran-
chise.
.71,- title of the case as taken on
appeal was the Farmers' 'Loan and
Trust Cu., the South Dakota Water
Co., and the Sioux FallssWater Co.
vs. the city of Sioux balls From
the evidence introduced in the case
it is learned that in the year 19o1 the
city of Sioux Fall, decided to con-
struct and maintain a water works
plant independent of the plant then
in use and operating .ueder a fran-
chise gronted by the residents of
tjte city in the year 1884 to the Sioux
Palls Water Co. The plant of the
said company had been transferred
after the granting of such franchise
to, the South Dakota Water Com-
pany. and which latter company bond
ed the plant to the Farmers' Loan.
and Trust Company.
"The exclusive franchise granted
to expire in the year 1004, three
years after the city of Sioux Falls
had tornmenced the establishment of
the city plant independent of the
water company; had been laying
trains, erecting .buildings, and in fact
making all preparations. for the con-
structing and operating of such wa-
ter plant. While this work vras in
progrese in the year 19ot the plain-
tiffs in ISi• action brouglit suit in
the 'r ces-, af the United states
asking that the city of Sioux Falls
be enjoirei .from laying mains in the
streets of the city for said water,
plant. The circuit court in Istnt'S i(111
at Sioux Falls granted the enjoihtler
as prayed by petitioners.
"Inursediatefes.following the enjoin-
der from the` iresit cart the City of
Stotts Falls apprakd the case, tak-
ing it to tife cjrcuit Court of appeali.
with the ritittit that Yhe case was re-
veered by the higher court, Phan-
Wanted—A Better Ballot. .
(Collier' Weekly.)
Ballot reforms win elections. Most
of them are constructed to win elec.
tione for the ignorant, and their lead
ers, the boss politiciass. Some are
so arranged that the man who can
read, who knows what he desires, and
is master of himself, has the advant-
age, but ballots such as those are
few. You can count the states with
right ballot laws on your fingers,
even if you have lost one arm. Here
is something that all organizations
for improving our politics can turn
in and work for with FOIrie hope of
immediate progress. They ought to
be able to kill the blanket ballot by
a short, decisive effort; the ballot
that turns a mart's brain o'er to his
party organization and puts a prem-
ium on 'his subserviency and dull-
ness. The wavt. of independence now
rising throughout America is imped-
ed by ballot laws and forms created
ir the days when machide govern-
ment was more absolute than, it is
today. Scone time we shall vote by
actual machineryc in such a way that
cheating in the count is impossible;
but an even more important and
pressing reform is that we shall vote
or a ballot which gives independence
an even chance. We want a ballot
designed to facilliate the people's
will, not one designed to keep them
in slavery to the professional politic-
24 whose autocratic rule we are
restive to shake off.
NEW ALDERMAN
W. T. MILLER TOOK HIS SEAT
LAST EVENING IN BOARD.
He Becomes Chairman of Finance
and Enrollment Committees, and
Member of Others.
Lao evening Alderman W T. Mil-
:ar took 'his seat in that municipal
legeslative board, to serve until the
tirta of January, 1907, be filling out
the un-expired portion of the two
years' term of Jeff J. Reed, who re-
signed after serving a few week,
starting the first of this year, and
whose seat has been filied by ap-
pointment until the recent ebectiose
by Heery M. Orme, who now vacates
for benefit of the new metnbee Mr.
Milker.
Some of the Democratic members
of the hoard het night did not want
to /et Mr. Wier tally his seat, on the
r gre ootett else sidermanit body di4
apt whether Mr. MRIer was
deem liofill out Reed's place or not.
Credentiah from rise Republican con-
vention, `however, establishing this
fact, were laid before the aldermen,
and the newly elected man was
seated.
In going into the board Mr. MUM
takes the place of Me. Orme on all
the committees, and they are the best
in the public body, the new official be-
ing chairmak of the finance com-
mittee, and.cbairman of the enroll-
ment committee, and a member of the
public improvement, railroad tek-
graph and telephone, hospital sower
and sanitary, and cemetery com-
mittees,
is a very conservative, far-
sighted and reliable business man, and
the duties falling to his hands will
be well cared for. Although new in
the board, he' is poseeseed of good
judgment and; a fine simply of brains.
and tool/ to the businesssof the board
like an old head.
MAY CAUSE BIG
SPLIT IN PAIRTY.
Question of Rate Legislation Be-
fore Senate Committee.
Washington, Nev. 2,7 Railway
rate-making was again con... !..ed by
the senate committee on in:( 'state
romerverce yesterday, but in an
mai vity as nto measure has yet been
esse5 to the committee tspon
o S it can Cots it's action. 'Views
Were expresses' by tevcral, membees
whidh indicated a *sap division as
far as the situation has developed.
There is the further indication that a
majority of the committee will favor
a eveausure giving the interstate com-
merce commission more power, which
mearrs in some folin control over
rates. It seems to be quite well tm-
ckrstood that three Republicans and
enough Democrats favor such legis-
lation to insure a rate-making hill
being repeated
Informal discussions among Re-
pirblican members of the cotranettee
QM* that apprehension is felt that if
a NU should be reported against the
wish V a majority of the Republ:c-an
inendiers, it avoultd create a division in
the party that, will work- disaster in
the future. The Republicane° who
fer,sr rate-making legislation assert
the way to avoid a rupture is to sip-
part a conservative eneaetirc in line
with recotrassend-ations of the presi-
Oen.
New King Off for Norway.
Copenhagen, Nov. 23.—King
Olaf today in the Daw-
n VII, (y)fab rtedi Wild and Crowe
Prince 
lab royal t Damiebrog for China-
tignia. Great crowds, gathered to
witntes the departure of the nein
rake of Norway,.
NEW BUILDINGS
WAREHOUSE GOING UP AT
TENTH AND MADISON
STREETS.
Mr Charles Leake Will Erect Build-
ing on Kentucky Avenue Near
Fourth—Benton Hotel.
Ground has been, broken for the
new warehouse building that is to
be erected at Tenth and Madison
'streets by Mrs. T. H.- Puryear, and
shortly work of putting up the struc-
ture will be in full force in older to
get it completed as scoots. as possible
The building will c
sand dollars and be very-naubstan-
itai several thotf-..
tial one. It wilt be's, capita for
bacco warehouse purposes by Mr.
Samuel Hubbard, son-in.-law of Mrs.
Pirryear, one of the best known
handlers of the weed in this state,
and who is also one of the new al-
dermen going into office the first of
next year.
Another New ttuikting.
.Mr. Qharles M. Lealce is preparing
to tear down the old frame resi-
dence owned by him betide Reh-
kopf's collar factory on Kentucky
avenue, and erect on the ground a
big warehouse building for mercan-
tile purposes. The house now on
the ground is quite delapidated, and
a new 'building thereon, will be quite
a valued improve-men t for that
Square.
Cut Plans Down.
It i probable the plans for the
new hotel at Benton will have to be
cut down as the conaractors who
have figured on the specifications
find the proposed hostelry cannot be
constructed for less than 'something
in the neighborhood of $t2,000. The
promoters of the new hotel do not
want to expencrtnore than Sio,000.
College
On the return of Mr. Harry C.
Rhodes from Louisville and New
York there will be taken up again
and actively pushed the project of
getting located here tie Methodist
colleyr. He is chairman a the com-
mittee of local citizens getting up
propositions to submit to the Meth-
odist board at Louisville, -as an in-
ducement for them to locate here the
inetitution. Things are gradually
getting in shape and the committee
will be in a position to know sorra.-
thing definite in this regard before
long
BAGGAGE CHECK SWINDLERS.
Chicago, Nov. 23.—The Chicago &
Neon and eeveral other. Western
roads sic suffering from the opera-
tions of, baggage-check swindlers.
The game is a new one. Meet of
the railroads have discarded the old-
time braes cheeky and now use a
card on which is written the destine
tion, route and other particulars.
These cards are may to imitate,
and when the sharper tepees the wool
mg and number of a check upon a
piece of baggage that has just ar-
rived, it is the work of but a few
moments to prepare a duplicate.
INSTALL 'BEAVERS
NEW LODGE TO BE CREATED
DECEMBER 8TH AT ELKS'
HALL.
Elks Will Have Lodge Design
Hallway of Main Entrance—
Badgers Fight Tonight.
in
Organizers+ Tripp and English, of
the tww lodge of Beavers, have set
December 8th as the time for install
ing the body here, while the inetittr-
tion ceremonies will be conducted at
the Elks/ hall on North Fourth
street. At that time Dr. JOhn Brew,
one of Nashville's leading physicians
and an active member of the Beaver
lodge of that city, will preside Over
the gathering. After institution of
the lodge the members will select
their regular place of meeting and
furnish their own lodge room.
Elks' Head.
The Elks Building company is pre
paring to arrange for the design of a
Jorge Elk's head to be put in the
center of the concrete floor in the
main hallway entering the new home
this lodge will build beside the post-
office on North Fifth' street They
are just nraking their arrangements
now and will 'have things ready by
the time the work is started on the
buildinsr neat spring.
Badger Fight
This evening the Red Mien give the
the big badger fight at theirriousln
North Fourth street, and 
p et l 
are for an liresually large attend-
ance of the members and others.
Central Labor nod/. 
The evening at Cent ra e Labor
body holdrn another special erasion
regarding the strike question.
Notice.
J. Bomberger is at nis shop again,
ta6tA North Fifth street, and would We have 'em 
to seli--Yon want
he pleased to see all bis customary 'em---5-A Plush Robeg. $2.50 
$10•
sod many news owes. ,.Pow.ell-Rowers O.
FIELD WORKERS
MRS. BRYNER COMING DECEM-
BER 12TH FOR SEV-
ERAL DAYS.
Services at First Baptist Church Are
Proving Very Successful Gather-
ings —Church News.
Rev, William Bourqtrin, of the Ger-
man Evangelical church, has received
word from Mts. Mary Foster Bryner,
of Peoria, Ilk, than she will anise
here December 12th for a three
days stay, to. help organiee
the city into Sunday-school districts.
She is one of the field workers for
the International Sunday-school as-
sociation that includes the civilized
world, and goes over the country
everywhere .v.oricia up interest and
broadening out the scope of interest I
in the Sunday-school calling. Rev.
Bourquin is president of the Mc-
Cracken County Sunday-school asso-
ciation, whict. includes the city also,
and' he has been trying to get Mrs.
Bryner to come for quite a while.
Now she sees the date for hev visit,
during which time this work here iq
the city will be more thoroughly and
interestingly organized. A big gath-
ering will be head while she is here,
at which time she will deliver ad-
dresses and do what possible to push
the work forward.
Baptist Revival.
Rev. Dr. Hull yesterday morning at
the First Baptist church, delivered an
interesting sermon • on "Hindered
Prayer'', while his topic for discourse
last evening was "God's Call." The
ministers are more than pleased at
the large audiences, and especially
those of the morning hour, as 'ex-
perience Mows not many can get out
during the daytime for protracted
meetings, but here hosts are attending
every tuorniag and hearing some
good sermons.
.Huge' preparations are being made
for the service to be conducted to-
toorrovi afternoon at 3 o'clock es-
pecially for children. At the same
hour Sunday afternoon the men's
meeting will be conducted, at which
time Dr. Hilt preaches on "A Lost
Birthright."
Anniversary Services,
The Petricca at Temple Isreal this
evening will be of especial interest,
and all are cordialty welcomed in at-
tendance. Rabbi Lovitt h preaches
commemor'ativ'e of the '-350th anm-
versary of the landing of Jews in
America.
• Special Musk.
Slues-jai music will be rendered
this evening at the Temple Israel
services, the numbers being contrib-
uted by Mrs. David M Flournoy,
Mrs. James Weifle and Mevvrs. Sla-
vic Mall and Emmett S. Bagby. '
Mite Society Meets.
Ibis afternoon the Ladies Mite
skiciety of the First Baptist church
will meet with Mrs. E. B. Richardson
of South Third street.
THE RIVERS
There has arrived from the Tennes-
see river, the *teenier Kentucky,
%Nell lays .mtil 5 o'clock tomorrow
aft ernoon ,before skipping away on
her return trip:'—
The Dick Fowk-r got away fn'
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock nisi
returns tonight.
The Bob Dudley leaves Nashville
tomorrow and gets( here Sunday. She
then lays until Monday before skip-
ping out on her return that way.
The Henry Harley crenes in today
from Evansville and gets out on her
return that way as quick se possible.
This afternoon the Rees Lee
4eaves.Cincinnati and gets here Mon-
day or Tuesday en route e/own to
hilernobie.
The Peters Lee les, Nientighi, ' "
'this afternoon for Cncinnati arid
gets here Sunday on her way up.
The City of Savannah leaves St
Louis this afternoon eoroute back
this way for Tennessee. rivers,
The City of Saltillo passed up yes-
terday bound for the Tennessee 67
from St. Louis.
Second Clerk) Keen Rhakenwire has
resigned this place on the Dick Fowler
and has gone South. James !Berry,
of this city, succeeds him.
The Royal left yesterday for Gol-
conda.
.Captain 6art Finney left last night
for Lowney's, Los Angeles, county,
Cal, to locate. He is the well known
steamboat man who sold his boats


















BECAUSE of the enduring goodness
they will be companions from child-
hood to old' age
AN ELGIN is constructed with in-
finite care—of selected, proven
nutterials—adjusted and timed to
perfect accuracy before leaving the
factory.
ELGLN WATCHES have no peers
in precision, delicacy and durabil-
ity—nearly ten million peoduced in
a third of a century—an unequalled
record.
A FULL LLINE of voirrien's and





BRUSHES OF .ALL' KINDS
Cloth Brushes, Hair Brushes, Tooth Brushes, Nail
Brushes, Flesh Brushes, Infant Brushes, Etc.
We are over-stocked. That's all. We offer everything in this line at
COST OR LESS
Good all bristle Hair Brushes, worth 25C and 30c, for ....
Extra fine all bristle Hair Brushes, cost $4 to $5 per dozen,
Bone handle badger bristle &living Brush, worth soc, for
Steaming Brushes at 5e and ithe. worth twice our price.
IF YOU CAN USE BRUSHES, COMBS OR SOAP NOW IS THE












'I)avis Islam:kr/erre 4.6 filling
Vet-non, 9.o falling.
Paducah, 7.5 rising-
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A





The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
- -
.d. bEI5U U I
.... 11•••11......111.111,
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anyihing in Insurance
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
• The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.PHONESBOTH SALES ROOMS 6 o7 3 SOUTH THIRD STREET
thad...4.• 
CHARMING AFFAIR CITY LEGISLATION
MISS HELEN STONE ENTER- I (Concluded
 from First Page.)
TAINED AT CARDS AT
HOTEL CRAIG. Inance compelling propr
ietors of ho-
tcls, isciarding houses and resitaurants
, to put "grease traps" in the kitchen
sinks that. are connee4d with the
Mrs. John Walthal Little Entertains
at Cards This Afternoon—ft. -"tY's sollmtarY 
sewerage "Stern' S°
dal Functions.
Last evening quite a large crowd
of friends were entertained at cards
by Miss Helen Stone, at the popular
Hotel Craig on Fifth and Jefferson
snores, and many delightful hours
were spent over the game. The spec
Sous -double parlors and reception
halls were filled with many tables
surrounded by players who hugely
enjoyed the sumptions occasion un-
til a late 'hour.
During the evening delightful re-
freshments were served those par-
ticipaung in the happy event.
Charming Affair.
Mis-s Clare Thompson of South
Sixth street near Washington, rester
day afternoon entertained the Sans
'Souci dub and. a number of others.
among the guests being Mrs. James
A. Rose and Mies Helen Van Cleve.
of Springfield, Ill., and Misses Ruth
and &atter Wheeler, of Lima, Cello,
all gueets of Mr.. James P. Smith,
of Washington near Fifth street.
About sixty were entertained at the
glair and spent a charming after-
mole during which time delicious re-
freshments, were served.
Land Sunday.
Mr. Jesse B. Loeb and sister, Mies
Florence, last Sunday sailed irons
Cherbourg, Prance, on the trans-At-
lantic liner "America' and will ar-
rive at New York next Sunday en
route borne from their 'ornerier tour
Eerope. After sperefing neveral
;days in the Fooeern metropolis they
leave for Paducah, which they reach
one week from tomorrow.
Manasine Club.
The Magazine club yesterday af-
ternoon held its rnionthly meeting in
the large parlors and reception hells
at Hotel Craig on Fifth and Jeffer-
son streets. The member, were the
guest* of Mrs Louis Mairwtil and
many interesting report, were MD-
Arced during the afternoon by the
guests, who were 'erred with an ele-
gant course luncheon.
Married Yesterday.
Yesterday morning at to:yi o'clock
Mara Mary Ross and Mr. Richard
W. Martin were married by Rev. W.
E. Cave at the hoter's residence be-
side the First Presbyterian clist;relt
at Seventh- and Jefferson streets.
Both are of the city.
entertains Today.
Tikka. afternoon Mrs. Jahn. Welded.
Little, of Fourteenth and Jefferson








—Yesterday morning a nester) left
Ii, horse standing near the Union
depot. The animal becoming soared at
an engine, ran away, crashing his
wagon into the shed of the SONLI1
frame building Bud Quarks used as
his saloon before going into has
brick building 'The shed was torn
&mit, wagon jerked Vont the barite,
and considteitaale damage done.
—After a pleasant' day yesterday
a rain fell feet night.
—Saperintenctent Lich, of the pub-
lic *chords, win return this afternoon
or evening from Nashville, T'enzi.,
evawee he has been the past two days
;attending the amnia) gathering of the
Southwestern Educational associa-
viten, that toeing participated in by
, that when greasy dish water is run
'in the sinks the grease will not Ron
!down into the underground sewers
land stop them up. A fine of atom
$to to $25 is provided for assessment
against whatever party fails to put
these traps in. The ordinanoe
get its final adoption the first Thurs-
day in December, but is then not ef-
fective for sixty days alter its appeov
at by the mayor and publication in
the official newspaper of the city. •
I The booed ratified the eak by Hen-
, ry ,Saniders of hie Oak Grove cense-
! tery burying lot to L. F. Kolb, Jr.,
and also the sale by John McCune
of his cemetery lot to Mrs. Mary
Clark.
'There was ordered brought ,in a
new ordinance abolishing the office
of city milk, meat and live stock in-
spector and letting the city market
master perform the duties now look-
ed after by the meat inspector. Davis,
Krause ond Durrett voted against the
abolishment of the inspectorship,
while the other four were flor it.
Nothing was done with the action
of the council in ordering. a new or-
dinance making the inspector of the
city's sanitary sewerage syetern the
'inspector also of public storm water
sewerage. The military inspector al-
ready looks after the storm sewers,
and this new bill is not neceseary.
The board allowed the 'expesases
incorrect by this city's elcial retire-
sentaoves who last 
w
attenekd
the annual convention of the Ohio
Valley Improvement Association at
Cairo. This ie the organization bend
ing every effnet towards getting con-
gressional appropriation* of money
so locks and dams can be built freers
I Pittsburg to Caliro and the river giv-
en an eight-foot stage of _water the
year round. •
The heard, tabled the nequeet of
Riglesherger Brothers that they be
refunded $17.50 which ie half of the
annual city license they peed the first
cO this year to do a lumber business.
They quit businese the middle of the
year and want back sex months or
unexpired portion of their license.
The council had ordered the city so-
licitor to look into the matter and
see if the refund could be made le-
gally.
Mn'. Pete Rogers own* property at
Fourth and Elizabeth streets and she
wants to put a concrete curb clown.
The matter of giving lier a erode for
the work was referred to the board of
public works.
When Second street along the mar-
ket square was reconstructed with
paving brick and concrete sidewalk,.
the new grade left the sidewalk. mit-
ing three feet higher than the bock
street in front of Frank Jones' hard-
ware establieltment at Second and
Kentucky avenue. The boiled of
works is thinking of putting an iron
raihrog admit( the top of the curb in
front of the hardware holm. but as
this woutit -interiere with Mr. Jetties
receiving and snipe...log goodie the nl-
dermen oroiered the boast of works to
leave the pavement stand as it is.
On motion, the board adjourned
5-A Horse Blankets are the beet.
Sold by Powell-Rogars Co
BIG DEAL IS MADE
Italian Retie Contractors Buy Much
Dark Tobacco.
Clarksville, Tenn., Nov. 23.—It was
announced yesterday after a confer-
ence between Chairman Felix Ewing.
of the executive committee of the
Dark Tobacco Gelliwers' Association,
and W. G. Dunn ington, one of the
Italian Regie contractors., the asso-
ciation has sold to the Regie soot),
bogeheada of tobacco.
This deal involves many thoireand
dollars and proves beyond a doubt
the success of the association. Every
buyer of dark tobacco. including the
American company, has now ma de
purchases Omni the association, al-
though( the Retries that) out over a








Warns France to Give Reasons tion of Powers' Demand.
for First Protest.
Constantinople, Nov. 23 —The Sul-
New York, Nov. 23.—A (-Ale dis- 'tan hoafah ;shied an irldie **vyi
ng
patch to the eneesta 'from oaraoaot the illecision of the 
Council of mines-
Verrezula, say*: President Castro now tees to rejec
t the demands of the
ankh France to "Printent the reasons Worth 'Mr 
intotairtiorrat conne't of
opens ,esbirat ,,he fastfood oe, pretest the fireirfeet of Miatedirmia. Whether
regaeding thlto action bf Veneztsela the eerecti" isVIR 4"
teor "'"116-
against vhe French Cable cornflour, tionalhas 




l.awyer Samuel Crossland yester-
day went to Murray alter attending
federal court hem.
Rev. H. B. Johnston and wife, of
Brownsville, Term., left yesterday
for Paris, Tenn, to visit before go-
ing home. They have been guests
of Me and Mrs. W. L Young here.
Mrs F E Borodurant and grandson,
of Memphis, Tenn, are visiting Ms.
and Mrs. J. K. Bondurant, of North
Sixth.
Captain Henry Smith, wife and
child leave next Monday for Bowling
Green, Ky., to remain until after the
Christmas bolidaye visiting relative,.
Mrs. E. P. Fears, of liopkinsville,
and Mrs. Coedit! and Mr. E. M. Ran
dell, of Mason, Ill., are visiting Mrs.
Dan L. Adams.
Lieut. W111. Reed, of the Eleventh
U. S. infantry, has returned to the
recruiting station at Evansville, after
spending a day here with Sergeant
Joseph Noyes, who has charge of
the branch recruiting office in this
city at the New Richmond hotel.
Special Agent J. D. King, of the I.
C., is in the. city on business.
Mrs. W. C. Wagoner and daughter
Gladys, returned yesterday to their
home in Princeton after visiting in
this city.
- Mr. E. G. Cook, of Humboldt,
Tenn., today returns home after vis-
iting his sister, Mies. E. G. Hodson.
Mrs. Robert Martin yesterday re-
turned from visiting her mother,
Mrs, Jennie Ridgeway, of Mayfield.
Mr. Robert Padgett, of Dexter, is
visiting his brother, Mr. Walter Pad
gett.
Mr. John Crawford and son, of
Lynn Grove, are visiting relatives
here.
Mr. Erven Beale has returned firenn
yarning in Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Houston Walker, of Boston,
is visiting Mrs. Addie Hand.
Mr. Clarence Greenlet, of the
*treat car company, yesterday went
to Marion, Ky., to visit for a few
days.
Miss Mae mine kaa rniarned from
visaing in Metropolis.
Miss Laura Wharton is visiting in
Caro,
Miss Bettie Caldwell and Nell
Prances Caldwell will return tomor-
row from Waco. Texas.
Mrs. Gilbett Pressnell is home from
a several dlays visit in &midday&
Mrs. E. AL Sedbenry, of Snit/dead,
is visiting relations here.
'Blow jcilin K. Hendrick went to
Mummy yesterday on business.
)1/r. Victor VanDeMark yesterday
feturned from a dorianillet . trip
through Illinois.
Mr. W. L Weaks„ of Louisville, is
in the city. He i sa life insurance man
coning to pay Mtn. Samuel Goodman
the amount of the policy held by the
tatter's husband in the company.
TANK GOTTEN UP
CHAINS BROKE WHEN WORK-
MEN TRIED TO RAISE
SWITCH ENGINE.
Peported That New Nashville district
Will Be Treated Next Month—
Rumbling of Rails.
Yesterday morning the !Mimic
Central Onliiir3lad wrecking crew got
out of the nver the tank of the
eivitch engine which plunged over the
cradle into the stream last Sundtay
night with a string of freight cars.
The crew made an attempt to raise
the huge engine, but the big chains
they had placed around the body of
the monster, snapped under the
Min. This necessitated more and
heavier chains being procurod. They
are now being placed around the en-
dine • .4k.den•
New District.
ft is writhe:pod that when the I.
thee first of next month corremences
running trtains into Nashville, Tenn.,
ver the Tennessee Central, which
has been leased by the T. C., that a
new division vein he created, to he
known as the Naelrirple division, and
the stereo Aht of track out of
Nvvi'e to Hopleideville, then from
Hotakinsolle to Princeton, and from FOR RENT—Storeroom Broad
the latter Pate to Evansvilie. It is
Gos do, .1 r,,.. wav near Seventh anol
o Donois &
item now assista..t. sup ii”tendent of - —
the votrinrigt aiaiseaTa and sapetin_ ; rule Propert
y On
aerv_denit of the Evansville branch 
i northwest corner of Third and Ohio
Eleventh street, Paducah, Ky.
To Another Division.
Mr. J. C. Oliver, the athiseant mail
agent over the N. C. and St. la Ino 
,LOST OR STRAYED—A sorrel
twee, Imo and memo* has hem horse, to 'hands 
it'gh; one eye out;
sunken piece on right side of rump.
bransferred to the run over that syn-





They are the Kind that
wear well and Always
-Look Neat And "'Dressy.
OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
Lendler & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone orders receive Prompt Attention
nian. Another man will next week
be sent to take his place oat of here
to the Bluff City.
Superintendent Here.
SuperintenOent Egan of the Louie




Word from Paris, Tenn.,. is that
Brakeman Buttery, of the N. C. and
St. Li. is resting easy, but cannot be
brought to his borne in this city for1
a week or two yet. Several days awl i
he stumbled and fell from the top of .
his. freight train at Paris and broke
his thigh in two different places.
Johns.Agnes's doctors can-
not yet tett what success will come of
the operation performed on him for
appendieitis. He, however, is appar-
ently doing well, with prospects of
speedy recovery.
BOYS make men, but clothes
made for men will not do for boys.
We make a study of boys and boys'
clothing.
While they have a youthful swing
—that undefinable something—that
makes them boys' suits, they have







at Palmer House or on Broadway, a
green clover leaf pin with pearl set.
Finder will be rewarded by leaving
it at 31/ South Sixth :erect.
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
r cent each. Old 'phone go6-red.
FOR RENT OR SALE—Resi-
dence at 837 Jefferson street, corner
Ninth. Fifty-eight feet front. Pos-
session December tat.
FOR RENT—Eight-room brick
residence in West End, $30 per
month. Apply L S. DuBois.
C.
on











Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's







We have added to our
fine stock of meats a full
,line of fish, both fresh wa-
ter and salt water.




ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE *ADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
















We call the attention of
merchants to the fact that
we will fill all orders for
fish at any time of day
and give them special price
TROOPS CANNOT
• COPE WITH THEM.
Peasant Disorders Have Assumed
Very Serious Proportions.
Vladimir, Russia, Nov. 23.—In the
Jurieff and Alexandrovsk districts of
this government peasant mobs are de-
manding the surrender of the stocks
of provisions, and are threatening 'to
set the torch to the whole locality and
to etorm the country treasuries.
'Kursk, Russia, Nov. 23.--The
agrarian dieorders itt the District of
Cutroehia have assumed stair violence
that the troops are unable to cope
with tf,ely, othole northern half
of the (Shone is in the hands of the
peasant rioters who are pillaging the
estates and. burning the harvested
crops. During the pitagin of one
oonvpany of Comarks on, tee-
ing tmisbk to interfere.
'A ntillion dolaar hotel coomany is
hieing projected in Lexinglyn, with
the Phoenix filotet eonspan a a
nucletro
Lerf,
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
as Talcum ...
25c Tooth Brush  
$z .5o Hair Brush  
Si oo Bath Brush  
25c Tooth Paste  
Crystal Velvet ... . • 2546
Complexion Brushes, Toilet Siaapa
Violet Water, Extracts all odors.


















An elegant tine of imported cloths
and sultings for Fall and Winter.




ot Young Peuph's Union
is ink stoke Jo at E.hoahet htentra.
Osatinsboro WQ.9 selected for the next
meeting place, vihere the union will
eneetiuttist. , 2, 3 and 4, /906.
N4.M1111411. aa





(Continued on Page Throe.)
Pent., R. B. 40 ac nr Hardie
Riley 
Pugh, John 44 ac nr J. E 
Jones.... ......
Pickleman,. Jacob 4 ac nr B.
Hovecaulp....
Patina, Billie so sic nr G. C.
Powers 
H. 54 at or B. J 
Hovecamp.. .
Roark,•0. B. (N. R.) 15 ac nr
Husband Road 
Radford, J. W. 55 ac Hush R 
Smith, vet. by G. H. Smith 2
ac nr Oaks Station 
Smith, W. J. 25 ac tic W. E 
Downing 
Sheppard, W. L 25 ac nr Dave
Howard 
Sheppard, Mrs. J. W. 20 at or
Dave Howard.. ...... 4.41
-Smith, Mr Walter ( W. R. 22
ac nr M. Culp 
'Thornton, Thomas i It Tyler 7.03
Wood, R. R. 15o at nr J. B 
Watson ,  24.26
Wood, Clifford (N. R. so ac or
R. R. Wood 
'Wood, V. L. 90 at nr Oaks R
'Watson, J. R. for vAfe 3o at nr
R. R. Wood 
- Watson, J. B. 65 ac nr L. Y.
Craig 
-Weisner, J. H. 20 at nr W 
Smith 








Sixth District. • • • •
Adams, Poll 40 at or D.
Purdom 
Robb, W. 13.65 at or W. Hall 6.13
Bass, C. 12 ac or C. C. Riley
Burns, heirs 15 at Jas Burns 2.69
Briggs, Mrs. M. R. 6 ac
Temple  5-54
Billingten, Fannie 20 at or A.
Grief 
Berger, Ed lo at or J. Rest 
.Buchan, S. F. 3 Its O'Briee
Add 



















Branstler Bros. i It 0"Britet
Ade  2.69
Berger, C. 1 It O'Brien Add  2.69
Berger, John 1 it O'Brien
Add. ........ 2.69
"Berger, Chris I It O'Brien
Add ......   2.69
-Clark, Li. C. (N. R.) is Its or
R. Page  4.28
-Courtney, W. S. (N. R.) 35 Its
nr T. 4 Rises 
Curd, Mrs M. M. 40 Its or
John Collier .... ... • 4.75
'Cunniegketn, W. J. Price  
Chiklress, Jim too Its nr J. J.
Earshert  ▪ 8.6t
9.10
22.12
••Clopton, J. D. t It O'Brien
Adis! .1 3.37
Davidson Willi ac nr Flor-
este 9;atiou  4.97
Davis, Mrs.. Zura I It Labelle
Park  4.06
Davis, John 8o ac nr Geo 
Wtrrtis   4.75
Dims, D. A. (N. R..) a Its
O'Brien Add  3.37
Downy, H. G. 2 Its O'Brien
Add.  3•37
'Edwards, F. 2oo ac nr Melber 45.22
"Evans, Chas I It O'Brien Add 2.69
'Futrell, Wash i& at nr John
Worth   11.64
Fisher, R. C. 8 ac or J. L.
Frazier .......... 6.35
'Frietoe, G. E. 56 at nr W. N.
Simmons .......... . . . . 11.86
needier, Doc. to ac nr R. C.
Fisher  4.48
Tagin, W. T. i ac 1W Schaf-
fer   4.75
Frost, J. H. 6Its 0' Brien Add 6.13
Goad, W. J. for wife I It Wor-
len S. SS. Add;  11.36
%Gillen, Wm. 312 at or May-
field Road & J. C. Fristoe 26.45
Griffith, Sam 41 ac nr G. W.
Elrod ...... - •
Hotrser, Fred 12 ac nr J. T 
Sullivan 
Houser. A. W. a at ter Lon
Wiggins  4-28
Heflin, J. E. 52 ac nr R. M 
Rndolph.. ...... 10.14
Hays. A. H. (N. R.) 3o ac nr
Melber 4.06
'Haass, Geo. i it La Belle P.
Harper, Geo. W. 9 ac nr B 
Harper  3.38
-Harper, Bcdah 42 ac nr G•eo.
Harper ...... 5.44
'Haynes, Christy, heirs 70 at nr
Florence Sta.  6_14
Harding, A. (N. R. to ac or
Sam Hickman  3.73
llottser, J. W. so ac nr Tom
Houser   9.88
Harmon, Albert 32 Sc or
Country  5.96
Helwig, Freddie t It O'Brien
Add 
"Herrin Louis 2 Its 1,Brien
Add.  3.38
-Harrison, A. J. t It O'Brien
Add. 
Johnscm, Obe 15 ac or John
Wallace   2.69
Jones, W. L. So ac sir C. Gillen
Jenee, A. C. for mother 146 ac
tw Jue. Wyatt.... .... 15.51
_Jones Wm. 25 ac  4.75
jones, Jews It CYBrien Add. 2.(e
lbirby, Mrs. S. J. 4 at or W.
R. Rudolph  5.44
Kinston, C. C. 4 at sir Char, 
&mouse  4.6e
Ketther, Mrs. John 70 at or
...... to.95
Kater, T. M. 2 Its O'Brien Add 3.38
Lackson, Thes. 15 ac to. J.
Rest  3.38








Lagore, J. i It O'Brien Add....
McKinney, W. L. 16 ac sir J.
P. Malone.................
McKinney, J. T.6z ac nr W.
H. McKinney .. ....
MIcNrianus, 20 at or Geo.
. Schmaus ..... 
McKinney, B. J. 20 ac or B.
F. MkKinney 
Mielburn, W. F. 6y, at or Lone
•Cbk 




; (am' I Its 
Meadows, J A. i It in O'Brien
Add 
Miller, J. H. 2 its in O'Brien
Add. 
Nichols, W. B. so at or Jack
Hart
2 ac or Lone
Nichols, W. W. a Its O'Brien
Adid 
Parrish, R. E. for 'Annie Par-
rish i It Annie Parrish
Potts, J. F. ac nr Late Osic
Price, Fred by R. Price 67 Sc
or T. 0. Overeeeet 
Price, R. zoo as 17r J. E. Price
Purdom, J. H. & M. J. 24 ac nr
Ed. Purdotn.
Parish, I. N. 6o at or J. Louis
Parsons John (N. R.) I It
O'Brien Add 
Rudolph, E. C. 95 at or W. J.
War & Mayfield Creek ....
Riley, C. C. for wife 75 ac nr
N. Seitz...... ........
Ragsdale, Mrs. N. M. 8o ac or
J. S. Langston 
Ragsdale, A. M. t It or Fount.
Ave 
Russell, Dennis 145 ac nr W 
Ward 
Rust, Patti B. 33 ac nr G W
Rust 
Rudolph, G. L. i It O'Brien
Add 
Reeves, J. R. 2 Its O'Brien
Add 
Stahl, Bud 32 at or MIfield crk
Schmidt, John 58 ac or J. L.
Gardner. 
Scheffiekl, A. R. 63 ac nr J.
Rust 
Sanders, J. G. so at Meiber
Its afielber 
Sutherland, J. J. 34 at or J.
Rust 
Stewart, J. B. t% ac nr Lone
Oak 
Or No Where 
Sanders, E. S. 3o ac nr J. Rust
Sands, W. D. 46 at nr A. M.
Roose 
Sanidt, Conrad z It O'Brien
Add 
Smith, Willie t It O'Brien Add
Thompson, L D. 48 at or J 
R Hudson 
Thompson, J. M. ( N. R.) 36
at or R. D. Thompson  
Trice, May 59 at nr W. T 
Smite 
Trice, H est. for wife 168 at or
John Caldwell •
Thomas, Lee tl4 a.sr Lee
Loftin 
Thompson, R. S. & V. 24 ac
or Mayfield Creek. 
Thomas, 1t W. 27 ac nr J 
Chiles 
Tate, J. R. 4 Its O'Brien Add 
Young, G. W. a at nr W. R 
Rocker 
Wilson, C. H. (N. 10 1 11
O'Brien Add. 
Wack, W. H. 95 ac nr Clarks
River ......  
Wic.rmack, W. L. 35 ac nr W 
W. Dedrick 
White, L. A. (N. R.) 132 ac nr
Mayfield Creek ......
Wyatt, A. C. (N. R) rfl at nr
ihdelber 
Williams, R. P. 5o ac or J 
Rust 
Seventh District
Allen, T. W. 273i at nr W. A.
Gardner 
Averett, Ellen t It Reown..
Adams, John 15 at hr C 
Thompson 
Bogard, WI. A. % it nr Saar
Libel 
Boyd, M. (N. R.) 40 ac or J 
Keen 
Berry, D. A. so at or O'Bid-
well & A. J. Clark 
,Bynumn Bros. by WI T. 6 at
or S. Neal 
Bryant, Mrs. S. A. by Robe
Nelson 120 at nr Lamont,
P.O. 
Butler, Ed for Wornstead est.
to8 ac nr Ohio River 
Rlayoek & Wright (N. R.)
514 at nr John Spaulding 
Bempass & Lawrence r at or
'Massac 
Caldwell, S. B. Jr. 7 Its Cleve-
land Ave & Broad Alley 
Chiles, F. H. 155 acres nr
Temple Mill ......
Cruse, N. t k R-town 
Compey, Meyer (N. R.) 38 ac
nr Bonds Sta. 
torniland, Mrs. Bertie i It 3rd
& Ohio • .1
Coehran, J. A. 324 ac or
MIclber ...... . ...... 
Clark, Walter 2 Its R-town ,
Clark, Robt. to ac or Stanley
Dunnoy, Mks. Maggie 54 ac
re, Wm. Anderson ....
Elrod, J. *T. for wife 116 at
sir Jas Farmer 
Futrell, Hart 15 at or N. 14th
Francis, B. 84 at or B. Sperry
Gains, Tons F. 93% at or D 
Ifollanê 
ciardner B. Or S. by R. L. Nel-
son 6 ac nr 1214TIOnt 
Hines, Jl. W. 75 ac lir E. Over 
StreetHogan, 5. C. 40 at or J. Doyle
Minton, Ats 10 Sc nr Cold
Springs a
2.69 Hays, P. R. 12 ac or (Third
Church  6.96
5.31 Jones, B. M. 40 at or L. L 
Brown . . . . .   z 1.86
7.38 Jones, Geo. J. 11.06 ac Temple
Mill 4 Its 'Broad st.  125.77.
3.65 Jackson, S. R. so at nr Ed
Ware  
6.41 Lavean, Ed ac nr Pines , 6.12
McKinney, A. J. 39 ac nr
20.81 Scott  8.90
Miller, Joe A. 2 Its 6th &
4.06 
MilaCximironk-esAdams 31.84
y Ed Ware 6tr
5.58 ac nr R. Stanley& Max. Mill t33.6o
Meyers, Geo. 220 ac nr T.
Rudolph & Hutchison 22.67
2.69 M)oss, Dr. Tom, Jessie B. &
Tom Jr. 75 ac or Bloomfield 70.90
3.38 Nawm, W. B. 5 ac MICCO..... 2.55
Nichols, H. V. i It R-town 2.69
6.82 Overstreet, Geo. zoo ac nr L.
Holt \   15.99
3.38 Bo-s.. is!)..
Overstreet, Wm. heirs 70 Sc nr
5 .L. Faster ...... . • 44 so.a6
5.32 Ogilvie r At gatows..,. 6•13
Purchase, Mary 67 at or
7-51 Thompson 8.41
Purdue, S. A. 35 ac nr Chas.17.37
Thornhill ......   57.12
1/.62 Rudolph, Mrs. R. L. 4o ac nr
7•1 C. C. Chambus 4.06
Rice, heirs by Luther Rice 15o
3.38 ac nr J. Price & /Afield le Cr
Gills, Mrs. MI A. 55 at nr S 
Johnson 17.72 7-51
Rice, M. F. 57% ac or A.
9.10 .Clark 
Rudolph, J. H. (N. R.) 93 ac▪ 
8.20
18.54 or L P. Stephens 
Rudolph, V. D. 25 Sc nr L. P. iu.62
6.35 
RoperSt  Ph4rugs.ustns t It Afton 
3.72
Heights ........
Rudolph, G. L. 32 ac nr E.
6.13 Futrell  •... 11.65
Roe, Geo. i It R-town 
. 33Smith, J. D. sit Mtwood Tier  4:7:2.69 
Smith. E. E. 23 Its nr T. E.
Moss 
3.38
. 12.54Shaffer, H. C. 123 Its or Pleas-
ant Ridge school house.-- 26.12
Spicte11, T. J. 6oYs ac C. It, 2
Its 1713 & Mad-Mwood Ter
Thomason. J. 'N. 15 at nr T.
7.97
G Brig/Tr-in  
The-to:num a C. tog ac tar
Cecil & Temple Mill 
Thompson, Ida M. t It R-town
Ware, Ed 14 at or Maxon Mill
Pepot. 
Ware, Ed for wife 52% at nr
Cold Springs  15-78
Ware, Ed for Robertson heirs
so at rrr Lee Waters 
Wooten, R. H. 44 ac nr J. P.
Price 
Whittecer, Rich for wife 2o at
L. Steven., ......
Wikox, B. F. 6o ac nr Bred
e5.95 Beyer 
Wbeitlanf, Adam t It West
12.75 B-way 
Windpegler, Mrs. Amends Lee
7.03 18 ac nr C. L. HiHiard
Walters, Mattie C. (N. R.) 95
21.23 ac nr C K. Lamond 
Weatherford, Wattle % ac nr
4.41 Potter 
'Young, Geo. 31 SC DS W. A 
Gardner 
Eighth District
6.13 Atchison, A. J. aao ac or J. C.
4.75 McElyra 
Bryan, M. L. kit wife 15 at or
Graharnville 
Brodford, F. D. 37 ac nr H.
C. Turner 
Barnes, Grant (N. R.) 300 at
or Mayfield Road 
Booker, E. P. 35 at or A. C. 
Royster 
Campbell. J. W. ts at sir (Thai.
16.33 White 
Cooper, J. R. 234 ac nr H. C.
3.38 Turner & P
. Brewer .... • • 17.43
Camrnarartiln, H. H. 86 at nr M.
6.13  13-89
Cavanah, H. H. 40 at nr J. M 
Matlock  9.10
Craig. R. E. for heirs 5 ac or
Frahemville  6.32
Conaway, W. H. so at or E 
Ball 9-79
Chiles, D. B. (N. R.) 20 a.c nr
A. P. Hill  4.75
Crawford, W L. 3 ac or G 
G. T. Scott   5.86
Dicker's% J. C. 5o ac nr MTS 
J. Doyle,.  7.02
Derrett, L. B. t It Ragland  6.11
Douglass, W. C. 30 ac ar J. C 
Wood  9.10
Doyle, Mrs. Sarah 8 ac nr 0 
Coryell 3.73
Darn,, Dr. S. MI (N. R.)
ac nr W. W. Williams
Tom Heady  44.96
Denton, for wife so at nr
Theo Lutrell  7.91
Edwards, S. R. to at or St 
' Thomas Church.  30.12
Elrod, Jas. 21 at or Nick Rudd 5.03
Elrod, W H. ao ac sit Ingle-
Indic  6.13
25•93 Edwards', Henry (N. R.) 6 ac
or Woodville  7.51
Fenwick, Geo. T. 44 at or A 
7.51 P. Hill  zi.86
Fortson, R. R. 234 sic nr It
13-02 C. Fortiori & Heath  8.35
Farrell, John W. (N. R.) 37,ac
4-06 to J. C. Wood 
4.75 Gills, T. J. t at nr Ragland  4.00
6.35 Grimes est., by Holly 5 ac nr
John Bradford  2.69
4.7'5 Hill, J. W. 7 at nr F. M. Will
Hill, J. R. 125 at orP. Brewer 43.24
t6.26 Same04 
11.6s Hudson, F. G. 40 ac or Wood-
ro.82 ville art lt Woodville  15.58
Helton, C. E. & F. M. 25 at aft
15.09 W. SS. Chiles  6.48
Hawkins, J. 0. 64 at or J 
3.65 Harper  7.51
IlarTent, Joe (N. R.) 5 ac nr
J.1813.24 Jim Long 
7.5t Johnson, S. Nolt„. it ac or Gra-
hamville. .  13.24






















































Jones, Mrs. Mary by W. E.
Waye to at or T. M. Rives
Reeves, Henry sit 1224 S. 8th
3.72 Smith, M. i It 811 Hush. st..
5-65
5.05
Kirk Mrs. Kate 40 at nr J. M. Stringer, Bettie r It Gilson.
Pitt, 
Lentz, T. R. 5 ac or Graham-
6.13 Add, 
Steed. Henry x It Jackson bet
2.28
viIIe 7.02 7th & 8th 8.53
Lutrell, T. M. 30 ac sir Pales- Shantrest, Joe I It Cald. bet
tine Church 9.78 9th & loth 6.35
Lewis, J. R. i It Ragland....
McGuire, Harry x It Ragland
6.'3 Stringer, Wm. i It Yeiste Ave
7.82 Starr, B. 1 It S. 13th st 
4:75
Metlock, C. P. 133 at :Simpson, Minerva x It Mill st.
3.38
Denton 32.39 tith & 12th 
7.72
Moss, Dr. T. E. i It Woodville 9.10 ;Webb, J. Wiley 1224 S. rotle. 7'73
Murphy, Guy 98 ac nr. R. L. White, Sarah est. i It 630
Potter 17.35 S. 9th  5.65
Moody, J. P. too at nr C. White, Bartlett t It Caldwell
Fostson 17.3.5 bet 8th & 9th 6.35
Melton, W D. 300 at or A. F. White, Norte!' x It 1033 S. 5th 10.48
Crawford 24.05 Will'ams, Phil 1 It 1365 S. to 7.72
lileschew, Mrs. E. 8o at nr 'Williams, Thomas s It S. Toth 7.03
W R. Page 11.65 White, Lucy i It S. loth 4.75
Majors, Mrs, Frank (N1 IL) 8o Williams, Walter I It S. 8th 3.38
ac or R. Simmons 8.20 Wilson, Jas. I It S. 9th 4.(015
OWeri, M. S. x It W-ville 6.35 Webb Alfred r It S. zoth.... 3.05
Ogilvie, Lydia (N. R.) W. E. Watkins, Lucian i It Metzeo
Ware 23 at nr T. M. Rives 5•45 'Add 4.755
Perkins, J. W. for wife too ac Second Disrict
nr Jeff Coffee 24.26 Alexander, Sander i It N. i2th 4.06
Page, C. T. 29 ac or W. R.; Boyd, Alice t It S. 8th 741
Page 7.58 Beach, Harriett x It S. 9th.... 3.38
Pergandy, Adolph (N. R.) 180 Brown, Louis i It S. toth.... 7.51
ac or Biliingsly 23.67 Brakner, Francis 1 It Court.. 13.02
Parker, Eliz. heirs is ac tit Briggs. Tom i It S. 8th 11.64
Hazel 3.03 Caldwell, Henry heirs s It
Rice, J. H. ut Weeille 4-75 11th & Washington 8.89
Rice, J. M. 164 ac nr T. H. Clopton, Matteis I It 726 Clerk 6.13
Marshall 25.42 Caenpbell, Francis 54 it sea
Ray, S. S. x it Afbnroe bet 57th 4.75
13th & 14th 6.82 Hall, Patsy 1 It Plunkett Hill 4.75
Shaw, Guy i It W-ville 5.05 :towel!. Jas. heirs % It Plun-
Spencer, T. N. x95 ac DT John kett Hill ........ 4 06
Williams 27•99 Meyers, Pauline % It 32o S.
Tomlinson, Jas. Sr. 2 Its 8th 8.89
W-ville 7.72 Mayo, Annie i It 8th & Adams 8.89
Wray, J. F. for Wray est. 6o Moore, John for M. Z. Lodge
at re F. B. Fan:teensy 9.30 It 7th & Adams ...... 14.12
Wiliams, R. E. 7 at nr F. M. Moore, John for U. B. of B. F.
Hill 4.41 I It 7th St Adams 6.13
Williams, It E for wife 7 ac Mitcherson, Robt. z It N 7th 3.38
or F. M. Hill 3.82 Owen, N.sooz It 921 Weah. to 48
Williamson, M. W. 17e3 at nr Overby, Mary i It 9th & Kr
H Hagan • 18.74 Ave 11.64
Williamson, J. H. for wife Owen, Emrner i It Ky Ave
107 ac nr J. L. Murphy..... 25.63 bet 9th & zoth 8.89
Warford, T. W. 49 at or C. R. Phillips, Omar t It 526 S. 7th 4.75
Simmons 7.51 Fourth District.
Ward, Mrs. M. A. by M. H. r Buford, W. A. x It 624 Ter... 7.72
ac nr L F. Bennett 
Williams, D. A. 43 at nr
3-38 Bernett, Chat t It 952 N. tith
Collins, Susan t It 814 N. 9th
7.72
4.06
Crawford 8.89 Clark, J. W. i it 726 N. zoth 11.86
Walters, Felix (N. R.) 40 ac
or John Campbell 6.82
Cornell, MbIlie ;.4 it N 13th..
Cole, Hal 1 It 7th & Harris...
3.38
4-41
Yarling, Wm. 16o at or A. J. Coleman, C. I It 131 Harris. 13.03
Atchison 24.81 Childrese, Wm. t it 1321 Mad. 8.41
Carmel, Galvin a It N. loth.. 3.38
COLORED. Dobson, Manic t It fiaz N. 7th 6.13
Dunlap, Hesry 516 It 816 N yth 4-97
First District. Dome, Henry a It N. loth.. 10.48
Alexander, Henry i It S. 8411 10.36 Daniels, MSi It 718 Harris... 9.10
Armstrong, Jim i It R-totins 4.38 Davis, W. H. t Ii 1318 Mad. rt.17
Bronson, Margaret heirs i It Daniels. Lucinda t It 5130
Harrison S. 5th 8.59 64...2013
Buckor, Mat z It 1345 S. 9th 3.38 Prazell, Calvin t it N. 14th.. 3.72
Bacon, Henry z It ita6 Husb 7.72 Grimes, Lenard 1 it Clay at..
Bell, Miry t It 411 7.51 Given% Casandra t It yoy
Byngham, Sam 2 It, S. 8tir 9.10 N. tytb 7.51
Bacon, Nivel' i ht Hays Ave 7.98 Givens, Clarissa t it tots N7th 5-44
Brown, Wm 1 It S. yds 10.64 Gray, Fannie 1 It fith & Bur. 4.75
Bolen. Ike z It Broad Miry.. 2.69 Glom, Albert I It N. t4thr 3.38
Brown, Lib t It S. 10th 3-38 Harris, Albert ,It loop N. 7th 7.72
Barfieid Anthony heirs of t It Nallovity. Henry t It N. 14th 6.69
1314 S. moth 3-38 Howell, Henry t It Trimble.. 4.75
Baker. Jackson sit Yeiser Ave 2.55 Hasniltos. Lout It Block 4t.. 3.3*
•Campbell, Nascrie t It 1130 johisson, Richard t It N. 4th.. ie.,*
Jones 4.75 jniasson, Job. i It 7th &
Clark, Ike 1 It yas S. 7th.... 9.10 lGty Limits 3.38
Courear, Henry s It 1416 S. Jo), Mrs. Leander t It 11143
loth 4.75 N. t4tli 5.32
Chappell, Joe t It nam Broad 4.06 frvaa, Louis n It N. 8th 6.13
Chambus, A. L t It S. mare.. 4.6s Irvin, Henry 1 tt N 8th 6.13
Deboe. H. 2 It. 1436 S. loth.. 7.72 Long, Litta i It sou hi 7th 6.13
Dawson, H. i ac or 0. F. G. 3.17 Ligon, Dan t It R-town Los
Elliott, Chas I It 802 CaktweIl 7.72 Lawrence, T. A. t it Reows 5.6s
Ellie, G. W. i It Metzger Add 4.75 McClure, Robt. ao ac sir S. L.
Estes, Susan i It Elizabeth... 8.19 Dais 5•44
Frazier, Mary & Jane I It 9tb Mosby, Dan to Sc sir Nets
& Ohio 8 59 Patrick 14.12
Gardner, Ada I It S. 12th.... 3-32 Matron, Margaret t It 1310
Gideon, Dan z It 1413 S. loth 645 Madison 7.81
Gray, Green s It sag S. 8th.. 10.95 Miller, Mandy g It 6th & But. S-44
Garrett, G. z It tom S. loth 6.35 Nelson, Robt. r It N. 14th 7-72
Gray, Jas. t It *312 S. 5th.... 7.72 Owen, Lacy a al or lif.King 4.75
Ghoulson, Jas i It 719 S. 6th 11.86 Perkins, M. 1 It N. 11th 3-04
Greer, Baths 1 It or Annie Car- Palmer, J. S. & Alice t It Clay
roll 3.38 bet Isth & 16th 4-7S
Garrett, Irene r It moil S. too 5.44 Porter, D. S. I It Taylor &
Howell, Chas & Ada I It jack. M. Add 3.04
bet 7th & 8th ., 
Higgins% Ed. a It 162 Wood-
7.5* Reeves. Grant 1 It 917 N. 9th
Reynolds, Wm. t It 1126 N.
8.41
ward ...... ...... 7.03 tath 6.35
Hays, Robt. Est. 1 It 1115 Hush 6.13 Roberts, Gregory t It
Hibbs, T. D. I It 708 S. 6th 11.86 Campbell 14.10
Hewell, Augustus i It Tens Roberts, Wm t 't Harrison at. 6.13
bet 7th & !kb 6.82 Smith, Jim D. z It 824 N. 8th 9.
10
Jordan, Wm t It 11th & Host.. 8.8t Stanly, Jim a Its N. 9th 4.75
Jordan, Sant I It S. zoth 8.41 Street, Bell z It race N. nth.. 4.06
Jones, Kitty 1 It 712 S. 7th 6.or Tandy, Page i It Clay bet
Johnson, Haniett t It 7233 zsth & 16th 
7.72
S. 8th 4.07 Tally, S. t It 82.4 N. toth....
7.51
Johnson, Henry i It 1008 S. Washington, Geo. t It Cleve-
6th 7.03 land Ave 
5.65
Johnson, Henrietta z It 1405 Watson, Geo. or Albert It
S. loth 5.45 1311 Monroe 61
3
Jones, Jim I It S 5th 6.13 Ward, Lucretia i It 1231 N.
Kirk, John 1 It S. toth 338 lath 5-44
Lott, Silas for wife It 6th & Williams, Dink x It 633 Terrell 4.75
Ohio 11.86 Fifth District. •
Loving, Dennis a Its S trete . 17.10 Bacon, Louis 1 It Yeieer Ave. 3.38
Little, Jae. % It esto S. 6th.. 10.20 Brown, Wm. 44 at or Tom
Ligon, Willis x It 222 Ark- Woode 18.75
brook 7.72 Childers, Archie 1313 at sir
I.00ney, est 1 It Meyers et.- 6.13 Oaks Road 15•79
Lootcy, Charlotte I It 1337 Childress, Jim, 273 ac sir
S. toth 6.13 Archie Childress 54.34
McClure, Con. t It Yeiser Ave 4.64 Campbell, Jeff & Alvin 24 SC
Morgan Jae t It 641 Elie.... 6.34 or Jim Spriggs 4-75
Mathews, John z ft 718 Jack. 8.89 Cane, Ruben s ac nr J. Spriggs 3.38
Nuckols, Isaac t It 5127 Jones 7.72 Dotson, H. C. too ac Clarks
Owen, Frank I It Husb. & eith 6.13 Rivet, 
8.89
Overbore Scott a It S. 8th- Faker, Mrs. Mary 2 at Wyatt 2.6e
S. loth 15-99 Garrett, Cora 2o at Wyatt ...
3.5e
Overton, Mary 3 Its S. 8th S. Jackson, Jane t at Benton R.
3.38
loth & Haab. ...... 15.78 Jacobs, Jeff I It Mill st. 
4.75
Perlin*, John est. t It :008 Mathis, Spenceh 73 at T.
S. Toth S-44 Boatwright 
ii.86
Rios. Marion s It 819 Hush- 4.75 ' niece, Sam too at Clarks R.
14.62
Pollen, Abe Sr. t It 628 S. gtii 8.89 Reoe-d, Dennis zo at Jane
Robertson, Collin i It 1124 Campbell • • 3.38
Jones 6.34 Watsort, Jane z It Mill see..., 4.73
Reed, S. R. 4 Its S. Mb-S.5th 20.12 Sixth District.
Rogers, Tom I It Bockman st. 4.69 Bland, W. N. 30 at r H. Sal-
lance  4.75
Gilmore, Chas It John Beyer
Milliken, Matilda heirs 15 ai
'4 28
Harvey, Mary t ac F. Ground 4 41
J. Dowdy 
Taylor Shadrick 5 ac W. M.
TrYiceau,CYurtis 35 ac Fred Price 6-35
2.55
Trice, Barnett 15 at F. Price 5.32
Trice, Barnett 15 ac F. Trice.. 5.32
Travis., Pete 15 ac R. Hughes 8.89
Willington, Chas. ac Fair
Ground  3.38
Seventh District..
Banks, Win., 2 lots, Row-
4 oi
town, 20 at, nr. J: Jones.... 8.06
Bass, Douis, lot in Row-
bandeown








I lot in Row-
 3-38
Ewell, Mary, z lot in Row-
.6.82
Harris, Kelly, 1 lot in Row-
lancitown  3.38
MeShares, R. C., 21 acres near
A. Harrison  4.75
McWright, - lot in Row-
landtown 
Recy2:14148Parlikftillw 4, kitil  
5.50
Robertson, John, lots, Row, 
6.13
Robertson, Gus, 2 !OM Rowe
lande°"landtown 
 4.06
Reynolds. Oscar, lot, Row- 
4 cid
landtovro
Reynolds, Ed, t lot, Row, 
5•44





Tandy, Carter, 8 acres near T.
White, Geo., I lot, Rowland-
town
Eighth District.








Conley, L. for heirs, I
near J. 0. Smith
Fuqua, Henry, r6
H. Anderson  
Fuqua, Enoch. 16 acres sear
Fletcher, 






near H. Anderson  
litres
Fletcher. John Jr.. 8 at sr
H. Anderson 
Hughes, Wm., 14 acres sear












Thrilling Explainable at Ches. Fields,
Aged 25 Years, New Pekoe.
Union aty, Tenn., Nov. aa--Guyi
15 years of age, son of Chas.
Fields, who lives within a mile of
Fulton. Ky., stepped ont of his borne
last night at 6 o'clock and was grab-
bed by two men who presented pie-
to!, to his head amt threatened to
hill him if be made an outcry. user
then put rise young man on his OWn
horse. and rannitrir a rein from the
prieoner's horse to their's, rode off,
and when about half a mile from
home be was chloroformed arid the
next Sing he knew was when he re-
gained consciousness in the fair
here, 16 miles from home with his
saddle and shoes cut in pieties.
Knowing where he was, he mounted
his horse and rode to his cousin's,
Oaf. Bob VVIsitesell, having travelled
about 18 miles its two hour..
No motive can be assigned for the
abduction and brutal treatment of the
young man as he has no known ene-
mies.
MARSH FIRES ARE RAGING.
Thousands of 'Tons of Hay Barn in
Kankakee District,
La Porte, Ind.. Nov. 22.-Marsh
fmes are raging throughout the Kan-
kakee region. They began in La
Porte county and are extending west
trs the Illinois line. In some keafi-
ties thousands of ton, of hay have
been destroyed. No estimate can be
made of the loss, which will fall
heavily on many small farmers.
HETTY GREEN 70 YEARS OLD
Refuses to Make Her Birthday Cause
for Interview,
New York, Nov. 22.-Mrs. 'lett)!
Green sees 70 years old Tuesday, but
one showed a woman's reluctance to
talk about it. She curtly refused to
observe the day by saying anything
about her life, eensaricatee as it
"I've got nothing to talk about ant)
no time ho answer questions," she
insisted when approached by an in-
terviewer. "I can't talk about poli-
tics, for I can't vote. I don't be.
lievis in telling ehe public my business.
Anyhow, I'm a woman, and no one
is interested in what a woman has
to *ay. There was 2 man in here
asking me about tight money and all
I had to say to him was that my
money was not tight. If people talked
blew there would be fewer fools on
record."
frfir last word was snapped oust
with an unmistakable emphasis. Th.
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Women in Out Hospitals
Appalling Increase in the Number of O
perations










The Svroetest Story Ever Told.
Theatergoers will tonight have an
Opportunity to see a play never be-
fore seen in Padtscah, Dora Thorne,
known in every household through-
out the universe. The story is one
that wilt always live because of its
innate truth and its masterly pre-
sentation of one of the oldest prob-
lents of life-as old es man's dupli-
city and women's weakness. Surely
the lesson is impressive, and more-
over the story is of surpassing hu-
Irian iptereet. Its charming pathos
has filled the hearts of ail, and made
life seem worth living. The lesson
it teaches comes in the way of sweet
enjoyment, not a becttwe.
"Told in the Hills" will be the
matinee bill today.
Effie Leah Francis and Frank L.
4 Jefferson in "Resurrection."
-Everyone who has rtad C.,iint Ler)
Tolstoi's intensely interesting story
of Russian cruelties, have been eager
ly looking forward to the time when
it would be presented at Paducah
dramatic orm. •Tirat opportunity is
now close at hand, as the company
presenting the powerful play will ap-
pear at The Kentucky Monday night,
November 27th, headed by Miss Effie
Leah Francis and Frank L. Jefferson,
a nephew of the late. Josevh Jeffer-
son. They are supported by a fault-
less east of twenty-five prominent
players, making it one of the strong
est companies here thig season.
They are direct from a long New
York run, and are touring the prin-
cipal cities of the South, preparatory
to opening for a long rets in Chicago.
The popular attraction carries two
carloads of scenic and mechanical
effect, and the costumes worn
throughout the play are handsome,
to say the least. One of the met
beautiful scenes is the snow scene
in Siberia; another scene that creates
considerable comment is the interior
of the Moscow Grand Music Hall,
where a performance is going on,
making it a stage upon a stage. Dur-
ing this act severs! European novel-
ty acts are introduced. Taken. as a
whole dins attraction is much above
the average and a capacity house js
looked for.
HOW THE PEOPLE CALL
THEIR PRESIDENTS.
( Louisville Heratti.)
From the days of Washington tbe
American people have loved to mimic
free with the names of their chief
magistrate.% Washington was givee
several nicknames. Sy his admirers
called the Earlier of his Country, he
was by opponents termed Step-father
of his (31tmtry. The British sold-
iers called him Lovely Georgitia and
in France he was known as the Ameri-
can Fabiair.beeause the caution and
wisdom of his mitlitary maneuvers.
He was called'hyipard Seenn tte
Cincinnati* of the West. and by the
Italian poet Atfierittamed the Deliver,
Cr of America. Oliker tithes given this
incomparabe Mau were the Atlas of
America and the Savior of his Coun-
try.
John Adams was given one name
enly, but it was a mighty significant
appellation. , The Niassechusetts
statesman was tailed the Colossus of
Independence. His son, John Quincy
Adams, won by his speeches in con-
grcse•after his presidential term, the
title oi 04 Man Eloquent, an spot,-
lateln which, later on, the English
loved to give William Edward Gisitl-
atone. Thomas Jefferson was among
other names called Long Tom, in al-
lusion to his height, and after his re-
tirement from office known as the
Sage of lettsntkelo. Mhdium, f.ir his
part in framing and securing the
adoption of ttie constitution, was
celled the Factor ti the ConstitatiOn.
James Monroe, having stuck to the
revolutionary headgear long after
everybody else had given it op, as
rewarded by the appellation of the
lost Cocked Hat. Andrew Jacluiton
was eaMed by his soldiers; Old Hick-
ory. The Indians of the Southwest
named him big knife. The title; Hero
of New Orleans, is popolar acknow-
ledgmeet of his famous victory. Mar-
tin Van Boren bore the several names
of Little Mborician, Wizard of Kink-
erhook and Follow in His Footsteps.
He wee also called Whisky Van and
King Martin I.
°WilIiam Henry Harrison, a much
more lovabbe and beloved man than
Van Buren, had a wealth of nick-
*, n
ames. Tippecanoe was given in dl-
Fusion to his celebrated victory. It
was often ehortened to Old Rip. Hard
Cider Harrison and Log Cabin Hier-
rition, names first bestowed by °pyre
nenter, were accepted by; Gen. Hes.
rison's friends, who also called him
the Washington of the West. Tyler
was known as the Accidental Pregi-
dent, and Polk as .Young Iliickory,
than arty of NS predecessors, was
known As Ojd .Abes Zac_ end Old
Been* Vista. Weiler& Fflfierkvielteire
a striking resemblance to the last
king of France and was called in con-
sequence the Louis Philippe of
-America. Fratrielin Pierce was crtie-
pronounced Pewse, while James
Weallinsworwaraerwinvid 44/44. Beek
Fn11.-4;rmarr awl OM 14-h^10-
4reSi ‘.•
Presideilti isistroln, who (-Mite tr‘•-ir
er the portlier heart than toy of his
predereseore, was known as Old Me,
Honest Abc. 'Old Rallsplitter and
Pather Atiteharro. lie is 2140 call•r1
and very justly the Savior of His
Country.
ue.82 was *hawed Sir Veto
hy political opponenls in' Tettneg-
see was krown as Old Andy. Grant
from initial got several names., the
favorite being Unconditional Surren-
der. his soldiers called him • Old
Three Stars. History name* him
Hero of Appomattox. President
Garfield was in life known as the
Preacher President. Since his death
he is called the Martyr President.
Chester A. Arthur was known ansopg
his familiars as Our Chet. Cleveland
has been called the Man of Distiny.
Benjamin Harrison was known as the
Son of His Grandfather. McKinley
was called McKinley Bill. Roosevelt
is known/ as Teddy, the People's
Teddy or the People's President. The
nicknames given the president of the
Uaited States indicate for the most
Pare respect rather than aversion. Nol
President has ever borne a pure!,
contemptuous appellation which has
general use.
When Prince Louis of Battenherg
sailed from New York he left behind
SOO of his seamen Who had over-
btayed their leave to come ashore. AA
Omit men are all broke the gotarti-
ment will asset* a fine of $2 a head
against the prime, this being the law
a. to any ship leaving paupers in this
country.
Gold and the Crops.
The Southern Farm Magazine ciph
ers it out tint the sonnet product
of the fields and faring of the South
exceeds by four time, in valise the
output of all the world's gold mines.
These miner yielded last year only
$247.ocnonts of gold, while the corn
crop of the South was alone worth
$370.000,000, and the cotton cr99
$700000,000.
The gold mines of the United
States last year produced $37.700,-
000, white the fields of the South
last year contributed to the wealth
of the nation $690:no,000 worth of i
whoa and $544.000,002 worth of hay
are! $36,000.000 worth of tobacco.
The gold mines give out, but the
eoet when properly treated never
does, and there are hundreds of
thousands of acres of good land in
the South that have nevev been
Takes His Host's Daughter. I
touched by a plow.
JOHN D. SMITH JR
Evansville, Ind., Nov. 22.-Elislia
Musbr srredSie
Going through the hospitals in our
large cities one is surprised to find such
*large proportion of the patients lying
OD those mow-white beds women
mid girls, who are either awaiting
OT recovering from serious opera-
Why should this be the cage? Sim-
ply became they have neglected them-
selves. Ovarian and w9mb troubles
Ire certainly on the increase among
the women of this country-they creep
upon unawares, but every one of
patients In the hospital beds had
plenty et warning in that bearing-
down feeling, pain at left or right of
the womb, nervous exhaustion, pain in
the small of the back, lencorrhame dire
ainesav fistalency, displammenus of the
womb or irregularities all of these
symptoms are indications of an un-
healthy condition of the ovaries or
womb, and if not heeded the penalty
hastobe paid by a dangerous operation.
When these symptoms manifest them-
selves, do not drag along until you are
obliged to go to the hospital and sub-
mit to an operation-but remember
that Lydia IL Pinkleam's Vegetable
Compound has saved thousands of
'110swin from surgical operations
When women ars troubled with Ii-
or painful menstru-
displace-
mot or as womb1 that
ty, Indigestion,
. or are beset
aggnatulas as dizziness, bassi-
Wk. oadisidiftr, irritability,nervoue-
nem, sleeplessness, melancholy, "all.
gone" and "want-to-be-left-alone" feel-
ink's, they should remember there is one
tried and true remedy.
The foLowing letters cannot fail to
bring hope to despairing women.
Mrs. Fred Seydel, 412 N. 54th Street,
West Philadelphia, Pa., writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:-
" I was in a very merlons condition whan I
wrote to you for advice. Iliad a serious womb
and oviirlan trouble and I could not carry a
child to maturity, and was advised that an
operation was my only hope of recovery. I
could not bear to think at ening to the hoepi•
tal, so wrote you for advice. I did Ow you in-
structed me and took Lydia K. Pinkliam.
Vegetable Compound; and I am not only a
well woman toy, but have • beautiful baby
girl sis months old. I advise all sick and
suffering women to write you for advice, as
you have done so much for me."
Miss Ruby Mushrnah, of East
Chicago, Ind., writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkhatn:-
" I have bow; a great sufferer with irreolar
menstruation and ovarian trouble, and out
three months ago the doctor, One_ astagthe
X-Ray on ms, said I had an manses as tin
ovaries and would have to lumenlMy mother wanted me to LydiaT=
bants Vegetable Compound a Iasi mar%
and It not only saved ass from an woad=
but made me entirely well"
Lydia B. P.nkham's Vegetable Com-
ctrat at once removes such troub
les.
to bay any other medicine. for
plat heed the best.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick w
omen
be write her for advice. Her advice 
and
medicine have restored thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.




PADUCAH REAL EST1k7 It. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM EAS,
111(111tMLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 'IVES :MN
11111114TUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAI, AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR .7.
2:Dti R w WAI11E.A10.1.1. ee.ch.a.Ablk.
4•10.1.01. 1•••••I
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ny., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone tra. Old Phone 303.
11•11111111111111111b. 
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
Williams, a hotel man, recently 
Expert Accountant,
charged George E Taylor with beat-
ing s iboafd bill and Tuesday Taylor
eloped to Princeton, Ind., with Wil
harrier &tighter and they were mar-
ried.
Woman Sues Mien for Stolen Caress.
73es lpfoises, Iowa, Nov, 22-Miss
Ella Hanikon think, the kiss she al-
leges. its;dert Mlarquis, a wealthy
yhting *tan, etole front her is worth
$t0000. At least that is the amount
of damages she demands in a petition
filed in the district court. The suit






fleceinher $4, 17, t3 and to
Through trains lesaye Lounreilde
morning and evening. Cafe car, 
ing eervire a la carte, free library
and smoking parlor lit triellintr
Sleeping care in night train. Palior
and steeping car aeconwriOdations
may be tyserve, lie edirartee dor.tigh





If you want y,or clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rost 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
ELT. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE I20 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES







DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
220 NORTH FIFTH STREET





Office hews 8 to to a. tn., i to 3
p. in. and 7 to p. m.
Subscribe for The Register
Dr-. Stampe'r
Dentist.









ROont No. & Columbia Building.
It T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone ayo.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et oompany-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST toe.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.om.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank 1..
Brown, agent.
MAI
J. K. HENDRICK. J. O. MILLIM
WM. MARBLE.







VAN DUE & EATON CO.




Special vaudeville features between
every act




Rooms I, a and 3 Register Build.
ing, 523 1.2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of thee
state. Both phones 31.
CITY TAX NOTICE.
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY REMINDED THAT THE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY
TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. AFTER
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WILL BE ADDED TO
ALL UNPAID WILTS. WE DE.
'
OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE
THIS PENALTY. KINDLY CALL
AT THE CITY TREASURER'S
OFFICE, CITY HALL, AND SET-
TLE, SOON AS POSSIBLE, AND
THUS AVOID THE DISCOM-
FORT AND DELAY $0 UN-
PLEASANT TO ALL IN THE





Highest price paid for second-hand
StoN7es arzc:
FL' rzrz itLirte.
Buy anything and seU everything,
218-220 Court street. Old phone 13111,
Clem FrausiolL
Moving wagon in connection
PUR E AR,
ATTORNE Y- kT-L A W,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildfings














Rooms to, ii and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KY.
j. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, ;so
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone Ago
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
-LAWYER-




Office over Globe Bank and Trost
Co., 3o6 Broadway.













Dr. J. 1. G11.13E:RT
OWTWSPATRIC VINTSIC/AN
Ilams• wit son s.e 1191amodierm,
PADUCAH KT.




















Two Defective Flues, One Burning
Statde, and One Flue Stopped
with Soot, Caused Alarms.
The tire departments nude four
runs yesterday, but none of the
blazes awmounted to any-thing.
Yesterday morning shortly before
cc o'clock fire caught the stable be-
hind the residence of J. R. Straight-
house at 1745 West Harrison street,
and damaged it about $25 wortlt
•before the stationmen could arrive
and put it out.
About 530 o'clock yesterday after-
noon an accumulation of soot stopped
up one of the flues at the residence
of Mrs. Lou 'Herring on Third be-
tween Kentucky avenue and Wash-
ington street. This caused such a
volume of snake to fill the house it
was thought to be afire and the sta-
•tioremen summoned, but they found
the cause of trouble.
At 7 o'clockl last evening. the fare-
men were called to the residence of
Mr. Yopp at Tenth and Wasbington
•streets, a defective flue having ignited
the roof over the kitchen. It was
quickly put out and the diep‘rtments
bad: not been back an !hour when they
were summoned to the Mineral well
hotel on South Fifth near Norton'
street, where another defective flue
'existed, and ignited the kitchen roof.
It took only a moment or two to ex-
tinguish this also.
While the Tenth and Jones street
department truck was enroute down
to the Herring scare, it ran into the
excavation for the storm sewer at
Fourth and Kentucky avenue, and the
fawn wheels *trek to .the hubs in the
lifft eat*, beinting. the outfit to a
sigick stop. It was prized out,
lough and the outfit proceeded on,
without injury, or further mishap.
JUDGE LEFT
JUDGE C. H. BUSH RETURNED
TO HOPKINSVILLE LAST
EVENING.
The Schwab Bankrupt Case Will Be
Resumed Tomorrow and Fisher
Case Next Week.
lodge. C. H'. Bush returned to
llopkinsville last evening at 8 o'clock
lattor spending two day-s here on busi-
ness connectidavith the Joseph Smith
illthre. The lawyers fikal pleadirle
-will hear as • special
jjtedge. The lawyers fikd pleading
with him, and other documents, and
he then continued the proceeding
.a.-er until next January, when it
qomes up for trial, if possible.
• It is the faction wherein plaintiff
wants to set aside a deed he claims
be executed, untasferring his interest
in certain property to his recently de-
ceased father. The defendant claims
plaintiff never thad any interest in
any property, nor deeded, any to his
father.
Schwab Case.
Tomorrow or the bankrupt court
-there c!nnes up before Referee E. W.
BallibY the ,bankruptcy proceeding of
Moses Scirawb, who Med bia petition
several weeks ago. The examination
of the bankrupt is now being held, as
to his iliabilities and assets.
The 1 referee has set the 2oth
inst. as the time for taking op the
Ta.ylor O'Fisher bankrupt case.
Now In a' Few Days.
'Hon. Hal Corbett expects to hear
.tomorrow or newt day from New
Madrid, Mo., what the city authori-
ties there will do regarding compro-
raising damage snit Captain Fnank
Flarnslry will file against the muni-
cipal officials of ehi re The New
people offered to settle
at a certain figure, while M.
Farnsky wants another figure, but
agreeed to "split the difference," and
informed the New Madrid pretties fo
-that effect. He now dhily expects
some word, and believes the. proposi-
tion will be accepted. •
smemiempamiamentszonsiemummmermasimiarosimaP.
SALE OP ..FASHIONABLE •
SUITS and OVE COAT
•
A prominent eastern maker whose name is known from one end of the land
to the other, sold us for cash his entire sample lintof 600 of the highest
grade of ready-for-service Suits and Overcoats at the greatest price conces-
sion ever gained on such a transaction. Everyone is familiar with the
fact that sample garments are very superior to the regulir lines because it
is but natural that the maker should put his very best workinen on gar-
ments which are ezhibited to the greatest clothes critics of the country.
This proposition takes in about 20 lines
of high class suits and overcoats in the
very latest styles and materials such as
fine wool, nobby Scotch plaids, mixed
tweeds and cassimeres. Sizes for men,
34 to 42 chest measure, and for young
men 16 to 20 years. Don't form an
opinion of these smart clothes until you
see them, then you will pick one out






These are garments of distinction and character, such as the average tailor
might well be proud of. Smart Scotches, Worsteds, Tweeds, Fancy Mixtures,
and Blacks, with large lapels, Swagger form fitting coats, with single vents.
Single and Double Breasted styles; clothes of like character are being priced
daily for $15. Your cash buys one here for .. .. $10.00
-4
The best dressed men in our city today are wearing similar garments to these
and they have paid much more nioney for them. These are magnificent mod-
els of what good clothing should .be. You will find everything that is best- in
this line. Fancy Worsteds, Blacks, Blue Serges and Scotch Mixtures, $18 and
$20 is the regular price of these clothes at the credit stores. The cash will buy
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WhenYouCarry A GRAND LEADER Bundle








323 BROADWAY PADUCAM, KY. .
DER
 lxzvo it,egiot into a' fuss withy aotstsmallPURSE 
RECOVERED Pitinkett's hilt, yesterday at no(!a,
when the white kid pulsed a knife and
alaShed Henry twice across the right
arm, creating two gaping wounds ex-
tending from shoulder to elbow. The
e"
lad came to the City Hail and
MCity Physician Blass to dress his
injures.'
NEGRO WOMAN PICKED UP
LOST POCKETBOOK OF
hilts. W. J. BUGG.
Little White Boy Named Perry Cut
Mack Henry, Colored—Parties
Charged With Drunkeness.
Yesterday Met W. J. Bugg, who
lives ont in the county on rural route
No. 8, vArcin the Kirby ten cent atone
on Itroradway, when she lost her
pocketbook, which fell out of her
band onto the floor, but was not co-
tked until afterward* by her. She
reported the matter to Detectives
Baker and Moore and they learned
that Angeline Davis, a negro 9f 1312
Clay street, picked op the- pane,
which contained' $16.43. The al nettle
went to the wornatt's home and the
said el* iirtts *waiting for the owner
of the •ptiate to coo* and give her
something for finding it, before turn-
ing it over to Mrs! Bugg. The de-
tectives Omagh informed her they
rives woutd give her shout
thirty days if she did not "cook
across" with the parse, and silk
quickly forked it over. with eontents
Circuit Jude A. S. Berry held .in tact.
void ,..11111, 4114i/sant e of Newport, giv- .
ing preference to union labor in ali 
Negro Lad C4
thy contracts. ! 
Miack Henry, a 13-year-old colored
Drunken... Charged.
John Farrell, white, was; arrested
and looked up yesterday by the police
on the charge of being drunk.
John Kelly was Inc iced up by
officers Terrell and Cross on the
charge of bring drunk He is* farrno-
er from a neighboring county.
Got Disorderly.
Ernest Slayderi, 'white, was arrested
late last fright by Officers Johnson
and Revers and locked up on the
charge of getting dnielic and then try-
to kick in a door at the Tennes-
see Howse on South Second street
neer Kentucky avenue.
Breach of the Peace.
Will Towle, colored, was arrested
for a breach of the peace by Officers
Harley and Slivery.
On Larceny Charged.
Officers Terrell- and Cross this
morning shortly after midnight ar-
rested Charles 'Wheeler, coated, and
locked him us on the charge f grand
larceny. Wheeler is employed on the
steamer Dick Fowler and was taken
charge of after the craft rolled in last
evening from Cairo.
The officers have been working
bard on this case for several months
and believe they have at last got
their man During Jul* there was
stolen from the home of Mike fire-
man, at Fourth and Washington
streets. $6s, a lot of silver tableware
and other valuables. It is believed
that Wheeler'isealr implicated in the
theft, while other, connected are be-
ing looked for and w0/1 he caught.
IN LOUISVILLE.
OMMOMMIO
Mr. Henry Rhodes Arrived There
. Yesterday for Several Days Stay. ..
rNfianager Henry C Rhodes, of the
local bowie for Rhodes-Burford, yes-
terday "rived in Louiviille from Nevi
York, being called to the former city
by the death of 'his parsnip Mk. S. J.
Burford ,but ,be did not arrive there
in time to attend the funeral services
which were conducted Wednesday
aft
ilDosS house re-opened again
yesterday morning, wtrile Mr. Rhodes
is not expected back here until the
last of this week, or possibly first of
next.
-Mrs Louis P. Head is quite ill








For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits'in this bank, where
your money will be at work for you at compound in-
terest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.
ECHMHCS
and FARMERS
SAVING
BANK,
--227--
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